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Blue Key Taps Six Seniors Today
24 Men Awarded
Honor Keys For
Service Records
The senior staffs of The Tiger,
The Taps and the Central Dance
Assoociation were this week awarded honor keys in recognition of
lervices rendered the student body.
Tiger men who received keys inBlude Editor Walter S. McDonald,
Co-Editor C. B. Lesense, Managing Editor Harris W. Hollis, Business Manager George E. Thompson,
Sports Editor Larry W.
Coker.
Also Associate Editors Miles RHunter and George P. Goblet, Distribution
Manager Charles K.
Wright, Circulation Manager O.
Donald Marvin, and Radio Editor
V. M. Klinck.
Editor Jimmy Dixon, Business
Manager Mac Alman, Feature Editor Bill Poe, Art Editors Ned Woodhurst and Duck Kinder, Sports
Editor J. T. Hodges, and Photo
Editor Vic Foster. Photographer
John Harvey are the Taps men
who received keys.
CDA Key Men include President Jake Colvin, business manager Jack Klinck, placing chairman Kirk McLeod, publicity director John New, decorator Gilbert O'Brien, floor chairman Olin
Dorn, and decorator Ed White.
Arthur Delaney, of Greenville,
who failed to return to school, was
rewarded an honorary key.

Little Theater
Plans Active
Dramatic Year
Sergeant K. R. Helton of the
Commandant's staff was re-elected
president of the Clemson
Little
Theater Club at a meeting Monday
night. Mrs. John Wigington was
elected vice president; Miss Helen
Morrison, treasurer, and Miss Rejner Lkiley was chosen secretary.
Professor D. A. McDowell, Professor R E. Ware, Ed Calkins, Miss
Ruth Burress, Professor W. S. Wilburn, Professor Gilbert Miller, and
Mrs. A. G. Holmes were elected to
the executive committee, which will
serve under the chairmanship of
President. Helton. Mrs. K. R. Helton was named first alternate, and
Miss Ann Clarkson and
Henry
Wiss were chosen second alternates.
Mrs. Dorothy Ware and
Miss
Lucille Cook were named to the
make-up committee. The ticket
committee will be appointed later
by Treasurer Morrison.
Two of the three plays planned
by the group for the coming seaBon were announced at the Monday
meeting. "Crazy House", a comedy
In three acts, will be presented in
the college chapel November
10
and 11, under the direction of Professor D. A. McDowell. "Outward
Bound," a three act drama, will be
presented December 1 and 2, under the direction of Professor W.
S. Wilburn.
The third play for the year has
not been selected, but will be announced in the near future.

Here's our problem:
Our football team will go to Boston October 11 to play
Boston College. With them we propose to send our crack
platoon to show those Boston Eagles and Bluebloods what
Clemson has to offer in the way of military precision in
this time of national defense.
We have initiated here on the campus a drive to raise
the necessary funds to send them with the team and this is
being met favorably by the cadet corps. However, even
with the wholehearted cooperation of the student body we
will be unable to raise the required amount.
We are asking you as loyal Clemson supporters to help
us in this venture. Contributions made payable to College
Business Manager J. C. Littlejohn, in care of the Tiger,
will help Clemson send the Senior Platoon with the team.

Nine Honor Juniors Tapped
By Sigma Tan Epsilon Frat
Members Chosen On Georgia Students
Get Deferrments
Scholastic Records
Larry Coker, president of Sigma
Tau Epsilon, local general science
and pre-med honorary scholastic
fraternity, announced last night
that nine juniors have been chosen
for mebership.
In the school of general science,
four juniors, H. A. Sturkey, T. K.
Cribb, J. P. Abrams, and G. G. Bennett, were chosen. The five juniors
who were selected from the PreMed School are J. R. Derrick, W. B.
Dillard, W. H. Goggans, J. D. Ruff,
and L. W. Milford.
Bill Alexander was selected for
membership last year, and awarded
a dictionary for the highest grade
point ratio of any Sophomore in
the School of General Science.

Dean Announces
Large Attendance
At Summer School

Dean W. H. Washington, head
of the department of education
and dean of the 'Summer School,
announced today that 755 students
enrolled for Summer School this
Summer making this the largest
enrollement to date.
There were fifty-five teachers to
both semesters who taught courses ranging from a course in driving, which was taught in cooperation with the state highway department, to a course in cosmetology, taught by Mrs. B. R. Harfis, executive secretary of the national council on boards of beauty
culture in Chicago.
Other courses taught were: cotton grading, by Ben V. Person,
chairman of the board of cotton examiners for the U. S. department
of agriculture. Dr. A. M. Goldeberfeer, of the University of Pittsburg,
taught industrial education. And
Professor J. C. Holler and staff, of
Dean S B. Earle announced Mon- the Anderson
school
system,
day that two new instructors have taught a course in elementary edubeen added to the faculty of the catic '. at Pendleton.
engineering department. They are:
C. W. Carter, class of '33, instructor of drawing, and J. H. Couch,
class of '41, instructor of forge and
loimdry
Mr. Carter has been working here
for some time in conjunction with
the National Defense Program, inDr. Zed H. Burns has been adstructing in drawing. Mr. Couch ded to the staff of the education
replaces Mr. L. R. Ambrose who department to fill the
vacancy
Is now serving the U. S. Army.
created when Professor H. S. Tate
was called into the
army. Dr.
Burns graduted from Auburn in
the class of '22. He received his
master of science degree there to
1929 and his doctor's from the
J B. "Duck" Lindsay, who grad- University of Cincinnatti in the
uated here last year in civil engi- field of educational psychology.
neering, was married to Martha
Dr. Burns comes here from ApTodd of Anderson at her home
palachian State Teachers College
Monday afternoon.
Lindsay, a native of Clemson, has a Boone, N. C, where he has been
been in the army since his grad- for four years teaching courses in
uation. He has been stationed at education. Prior to that, he taught
Fort Benning, Georgia, but has been in the Birmingham public schools
at the
State
transferred to a post in Calif or **•.. and three years
He and Mrs. Lindsay left Tues- Teachers College at Jacksonville,
Alabama.
day for the new station.
At present. Dr! and Mrs. Burns
Lindsay was placing chairman for
at Professor
L. V.
the Central Dance Association last are living
Starkey's residence.
irear.

New Men In
Engineering
Department

Burns Added To
Education Dept.
Teaching Staff

Lindsay-Todd Tie
Fatal Knot Monday

Inducted Today
At Special
Dinner Ceremony

Dodson To Head Six Men Tapped By Blue Key-This is an open letter to all alumni, friends and supporters of Clemson and is directed in behalf of Clemson's Soph Class
Senior Platoon. We of Clemson feel that this fancy drill
This Year
unit is one of our best advertisements.
—©pen Letter™

ATLANTA, Ga.,—(ACP)— Georgia selective service headquarters
has recommended that college students be deferred from military
training as long as they "maintain
a standard of
academic
work
which is satisfactory to the college
and to the local board"
Major Charles J.
Brockman,
state occupational deferment director, said the new deferment recommendation will include all college students not yet
placed to
classification 1-A.
Local boards already had been
authorized to defer students taking "essential courses"
such as
medicine, dentistry, chemistry, engineering, biology, geology, physics
and mining, but the state headquarters wants the grades looked
into first.

Klinck Will
Again Direct
Tiger Program
The Tiger will again take the air
over WAIM under the direction of
Radio Editor Jack Klinck, Tiger
Editor Walter McDonald announced today. Arrangements have been
completed with WAIM Engineer
and -Manager R. M. Easley. The
program will be a fifteen minute
feature, beginning at 12:30 each
Friday.
The first program of this year
will be on October 3, Klinck said.
Last year the program received
favorable comment under Klinck's
direction.
Other members of the program
are Larry Coker, sports announcer,
Bonner Manly, announcer, and
Stiles Stribling, technician.

Recognized For
Leadership And
Service Record

gineering sophomore from Columbia, was last night elected president of the sophomore class for
the ensuing year. He defeated Bill
Anderson, of Ninety-Six, by a sixvote margin. The tally, one of the
lightest in several years, was 74
to 69.
Jimmie M. Henderson, mechanical engineer from Greenville, defeated H. S. Payne 95 to 53 votes
for the vice-presidency. Noel Gar-'
vin was elected secretary-treasurer
by a 74-69 vote over Harry Mays
and Bill McKenzie defeated Gregg
Stanly, 95-48, for the historian.
R. L. Allison, E. E. Dodson, and
R. W. Touchberry were named to
the honor committee by the sophomore class.

Platoon To Drill
At YMI Game
Members of the senior platoon
will leave tomorrow for Lynchburg,, Virginia, where the platoon will drill between the
halves at the Clemson-VMI
football game Saturday.

Tactical Officers,
NCOS Assigned
By Commandant
The Commandant's office this
week announced the assignment of
Tactical officers and Noncommissioned officers of the Commandant's staff to the First and Second Regiments, Special Units Battalion, and the Band.
Assigned to the First Regiment
are Capt. P. B. Parr, Lt. W. F.
Gaffney, Lt. H. H. Hill, Lt. B.
L. Neal, and Sgt. E. D. Steyerman.
Second Regiment officers are Lt.
Col. J. V. Sims, Lt. P. J. Brown,
Lt. R. L. Norrell, Lt. H. J. Wilkinson, and Sgt. J. G. Bougard.
The officers for the Special
Units Battalion and the Band are
Major E. H. Emanuel and Lt. E.
H. McCarter, and the. Noncommission officer is Sgt. K. R. Helton.

Hunter Named
Captain Rifle
Team For Year
Miles R. Hunter, general science
Senior from Gray Court, was elected Captain of the 1941—42 Clemson College Rifle Team at the first
meeting last night. Cadet J. E. Hudson Jr., of the Band was elected
manager at the same meeting.
Col. J. V. Sims, team coach, and
Capt. P. B. Fair, team advisor, were
on hand to welcome the old members of the rifle team and discuss
plans for the team's schedule and
work during the coming year.
Preliminary plans for two regimental teams were made by Capt.
Farr, advisor, and Cadets B. B.
Knight and A. H. Yecko were selected as managers of the 1st. and
2nd. regiments respectively. All men
who are not members of the varsity team are elegible for the regimental teams. Preliminary training
will begin next week, and all cadets
who are interested in becoming
members of either of the teams are
urged to see their regimental manager.

Harry Sturgis
Walter Hobson
dent, Givens Young, recording secreThese six men were today tapped into
tary, Julian Dusenbury, Frank Thames,
Blue Key National Honor leadreship
Wade Padgett, Walter McDonlad Dick
and service fraternity. Old members of
sosnowski, and Jimmy Dixon.
the fraternity are Buddy Lesesne, presiJim Barton

Agrarian To

Increase
Publication
Edward P. Huguenin, editor of
the
Agrarian,
announced
this
week that the first issue of this
year's agricultural publication will
be distributed to mid-October. Huguenin also said that instead of
the usual three issues, the magazine will be published quarterly
during the school year.
All students in agriculture and
agricultural education are urged
to submit articles for publication.
Manuscripts should be turned in
to S. K. Able as soon as possible
and underclassmen desiring to try
out for the staff should contact
Able or Huguenin for assignments
immediately.
To assist students in writing and
correcting their articles are the
folowing departmental editors: J.
N. Frowein, agricultural economics, T. E Garrison, ag education,
T. V. Wilson, ag engineering, R.
N. Gleason, agronomy, Edwards
animal husbandry, G. W. Ballentine, dairying, Ord'way Starnes, entomogy and R. E. Marvin
fur
horticulture.
CHARLOTTE MEET
The Charlotte Alumni will meet
at the Barringer Hotel 7:00 o'clock,
Friday, October 3. Dr. D. W. Daniel
will speak and reels of last year's
football games will be shown.

Clemson Clamps Down—

Ice Cream Gag
Is Good Again
The annual announcement
that the refrigerating mechanism at the Dairy building had
broken down, making it necessary to give away thousands
of gallons of ice cream to anyone who would bring a container, brought the usual rush of
freshmen, with the usual number of sophomores who just
won'ts learn, with empty containers ranging all the way from
mess hall glasses to barracks
trash cans.
Of course there wasn't any
ice cream. There never is. But
it's an annual affair just the
same.
The real joke is going to
come some of these days when
they really do give the stuff
away.

Dogs Take Twelve
Social Honor Men

president, "that quite will prelieve the cramped ■ situation in the
old barracks, to provide for those
vail in the halls and rooms
now living on the campus, and to
during the period—otherwise it
may be advisable to change
allow for normal growth.
He said that both he and the
long roll to 7:30."
Dr. Poole said that unless the administration were "in sympathy
student body stopped grossly abus- with the dances" and would work
ing the class absence system, "it with the CDA to improve them.
I am especially interested in
may be necessary to return to the
what goes on after the dances,
old rules which perscribe ten deand remedying that situation,
merits for each absence.
the president said.
"The day student
has
been
Dr. Poole emphasized the value
eliminated," the president
said,
"but they will continue to be day of exercise in regard to health. He
cadets as long as labrotories and recommended that every cadet take
classrooms will accomodate them. part in some form of athletic
Dr. Poole said that much additional event during the year.
barracks space was needed to re-[before leng roll, or at 7:30 PM.

Results of the YMCA membership drive as announced by Y President Dick Sosnowski showed a total
collection through last night of
$453.66, with an additional $236.30
pledged.
The Band company led the field
in contributions, giving a total of
$50.20. Canvasser for the Band company was J. L. Sanders. Company
C-2 contributed the second largest
amount $37.50 with
Jack Young
and Givens Young in charge of collections. Company B-l was third
with a total of $31.38. F. M. Ivey
and T. C. Moss collected on B-l.
"It was one of the most successful drives in recent years," said
Sosnowski. "We appreciate the fact
that many students were financially unable to make large pledges, but
we are grateful for the general
spirit which prevailed. The YMCA
is an institution that is worthy of
the support of every Clemson cadet."

Sigma Phi, local social fraternity,
will tomorrow night complete, the
informal initiation of five seniors,
five juniors, and two sophomores.
The seniors tapped are Earle
Hammond,
of Fairfax; Bobbie
Burch, of Florence; Bubba Todd, of
Anderson; Sam Hazel, of Charleston; and Breezy Breazeale, of Anderson.
The Juniors are John Derrick, of
Clayton, Georgia; Walker Gardiner,
of Florence; Charlie Wright, of
Decatur, Georgia; Arthur BurnGREAT LAKES, 111—(ACP) —
ette of Sumter, and Buck Miller of
Greenville. The sophomores are Fen Naval ROTC units are being esMurray of Sumter and Hammond tablished this fall at eight uniBamburg of Charleston.
versities and colleges, according to
Rear Adm. John Downes, commandant of the Ninth naval district.
The units are located at
the
University of Notre Dame, South
Bend, Ind,; University of Coloraat Boulder; Duke University, Durham, N. C; Holy Cross
College
Another major change in school Worcester, Mass.;
University of
policy that the president discus- New Mexico
at
Albuquerque;
sed is the requirement that all Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute,
students who fail work in regular Troy, N. C; Rice Instiute, Houssession make up dificient subjects ton, Texas, and Tufts College, Med
in the following summer school. ford, Miss.
Dr. Poole, in discussing the food
Meanwhile the navy announced
situation here, said that the stu- in Washington, D. C, that expah
dents were eating much
better sion of the program of enrolling
food than the faculty, and at a freshmen in naval sicenec
and
cost, to them of approximately tactics courses has increased to 27
five dollars less per month than the number of colleges
having
to the students of any other in- naval ROTC units.
Total enrollment in the present
stitution in the state. He mentioned rising prices, and stated academic year is expected to reach
that it may be necessary to raise 4,600, with a graduating class of
was
the bf'ard at the beginning of next 300. Last year's enrollment
3,055.
semei Jer,

Poole Reviews Regulations At Chapel
Dr. Robert Franklin Poole, president of the college, speaking at
the first chapel exercise of the
year, yesterday welcomed Clemson
men back, and then served notice
on the student
body that the
new regulations, to appear in a
few days, would contain several
"minor changes" concerning study
periods, dance arrangements, day
students, and other student affairs.
Dr. Poolementioned some complaint from both students and parents that sufficient study time
is not available, and stated that
the administration had ruled that
study hour was to begin one hour
"We are hoping," laid the

Y Membership
Drive Results
Are Announced

Eight Colleges
Get Naval ROTC
Units This Year

Six outstanding seniors were today inducted into Blue Key, na
tional honor leadership and ser
vice fraternity, at ceremonies hel<
at dinner. Men tapped are Ken
non S. Breazeale, of Lebanon; Larry W. Coker, of Turbeville, Jake
Colvin, of Chester; James H. Barton, of Anderson; W. M. Hodson, of
Belton; and Harry Sturgis, oi
hill.
HONORS
Breazeale is Commander of th
Clemson Cadet Brigade, a membe:
of Scabbard and Blade and leadei
of the Senior Platoon.
Coker is Sports Editor of Thi
Tiger, historian of the Senior Class
treasurer of Block C Club, president of Sigma Tau Epsilon honorary scholastic fraternity, membei
Gamma Alpha Mu, member Senior
Council and YMCA Councils, a
company commander and an honor
student.
Colvin is president of the Central Dance Association, company
commander and a member of Block
C Club.
Barton is president of Phi Psi
honor-scholastic fraternity, member Tiger
Brotherhood business
Manager of the Bobbin and Beaker, and lieutenant-colonel.
Hobson is Chancellor of Alpha
Zeta, Ag Fair Committeeman, Danforth Fellowship winner, honor student, and a company commander.
Sturgis is editor of the YMCA
Handbook, a company commander,
member of Phis Psi, YMCA cabinet
member, and an honor student.

Chemistry Frat
Meets With Rat
Chemist Majors
Alpha Chi Sigma, national chemistry honor scholastic
fraternity,
entertained all chemistry freshmen
at an open house to the YMCA
Monday night.
The purpose of the meeting was
to foster better relations between
freshmen, upperclassmen and th«
chemistry faculty. Plans for coaching delinquent freshmen were also
made, Frank Thames, Master Alchemsit of the fraternity, said.

Freeman At VPI
For Summer Work
E. J. Freeman, associate professor of machine shop, attended summer school at Virginia Polytechnic
Institute from June first until September first. While there, Professor Freeman studied extensively in
metallergy and industrial engineering for work toward his Master's
degree.
Professor Freeman graduated
from Clemson in 1922, after having
his educational career interrupted
by World War I. He has been an
instructor at Clemson for the past
eighteen years, and will assume the
duties of Professor Philpot, who left
Clemson this summer, as instructor
of metallargy, and will continue
as professor of machine shop.

I began to wake up in 1936.
—Holmes.
Won't somebody please volunteer to get out of this class
before I have to kick you out?
—Gee.
Don't Worry. I'll point out all
the smut in Shakespeare as
we progress.—Taylor.
"Crazy people, morons, halfwits, and college students are
all in the same class."—Daniel.
Paris oomposed of abourt
three million people and several hundred thousand Germans.—Rhyne.
Look? like Mr. Hitler can
change everything except history.—Gaffney.
Straight overhead is stralgnt
up.—Pershing
If I turn my class loose too
soon 1 feel like I'm not earning mv high salary.—Rhyne.
See if you can put that machine gun together. I can't.—
Neal.
You boys are crazy if you
don't send that Senior Platoon
to Boston.—Walte.
This four o'clock class is
wrecking my sleeping schedule.
—Brandon.
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A Suggestion—
Dr. Poole, in his talk to the student body yesterday,
made it clear that both he and other members of the administration were open to any suggestion which will make
for a greater Clemson.
The Tiger considers a high morale among members of
the student body of utmost importance in maintaining and
improving Clemson's reputation. Therefore the staff of this
paper respectfully suggests to Dr. Poole and the administration that a little more confidence in the corps and' less
severe disciplinary action would go far toward preserving
at Clemson the splendid spirit that exists here now.
H. W. H.

A Different Stadium—
The average college stadium is a costly affair that at
best is used only a few times during the year for athletic
events.
The stadium that is to be erected at Clemson however,
will be different in that respect. Dr. Poolie, Clemson's president, has stated that the plant there has been planned to
serve big meetings of many kinds—gatherings of farmers,
rural and industrial expositions, conventions, cadet parades
and many callege exercises that are too large to be held inside, or which can be carried on better in the open.
It is not'surprising that Clemson's far-sighted officials
have planned a stadium that will serve not merely as an
athletic field. Dr. Poole and his associates have a way of
looking out for the public interest when improvements are
made on the Clemson campus.
—DAILY MAIL,

Mess Hall Better—
The entire cadet corps is very pleased to find that the
mess has been bettered to a large extent! The system that
the cadets used to have of "dumping" food onto the table,
which caused a great waste, messy tables, and conjestion of
waiters has been eliminated. There is plenty of food for
everyone and if the first serving doesn't go around there's
plenty more in the kitchen.
Captain Harcombe has cut out the banquets to organizations and instead has put this extra cost into the food for
the whole cadet corps. This has helped better the everyday
food since these banquets cost excessively.
The food is cooked better, served better, /and there is
more of it. All of this goes into the betterment of the
morale of the corps.
M. R. H.

We Salute-

Honorable Burnef R. Maybank

By JUDSON CHAPIN
There is a young man up at
Duke, a college in North Carolina,
who has gotten himself in rather
a situation. It seems that they interviewed a group of Duke freshmen over a nation wide hookup,
and our lad was among them.
Our friend is a yankee from
Massachusetts and during
the
course of his interview he let slip
the fact that he thought Southern
girls were much better than Yankee girls, and the thing he wanted
most was a batch of cookies just
like his mother used to make.
Well, it was absolutely no time
at all before the boxes of cookies
began to pour in from below the
Mason-Dixon line, and no time at
all before letters of vehement protest began to arrive from the weaker
sex north of the
Mason-Dixon
line. Up to date he has been pushed
out of his room by some half hundred boxes of cookies, ranging from
Tollhouse to Brownies.
Our Duke freshman is certainly
well set as far as the food situation is concerned, but I'll bet he
is worried something terrific when
he thinks what horrible things will
happen to him when he returns to
the endearing arms of those Nawthern females.
DAFFYNITIONS
What with all the new army
regulations flying around, we picked up a few of our own, just issued
by the Brigade staff. The following
is a list of definitions:
Muzzle—Biceps in ones arms.
Gun—Past tense of verb to go.
Poncho — Famous bandit, last
name, Villa.
Manual—Brother of Poncho Villa.
Rifle—To go through one's belongings.
Rifle butt—To steal a cigarette.
Windage—Indigestion.
Range—Stove.
Corporal—Microscopic organism
in the blood.
Artillery—Tube for carrying blood
in the body.
Trench Mortar—A red cross
nurse.
Mortar—Female parent.
Muster—Stuff you put on hot
dogs.
Charge!!—To put it on the cuff.
Oath of Enlistment—''Damnit,
they got me!"
POME
The following bit of verse tells
the sad tale of the failure of Joe
College, and Betty Coed to make
good on the campus. It comes from
Marguerite Peacocke, Stoneleigh
College, in New Hampshire:
Joe College was no one's fool
But every so often broke a rule.
He studied some, but not to strenuously,
And held forth on world affairs
ingeniously.
He played his part in sports and
activities.
Exhibiting all the proper proclivities.
And yet he failed, was passed by,
scratched—
You see, his coat and trousers
actually matched.
Now Betty Coed enjoyed college
attendance.
And displayed her feeling of Independence.
In her exams she took her chances,
But never missed bids to proms
or dances.
She never neglected to disparage,
Women who gave up careers for
marriage.
Yet she failed to fit into the college
scene,
Because her, saddle shoes were
always clean.

This Collegiate
World— •
(By Associated Collegiate Press)
Maybe there
is something to
thank Adolf H. and his playmates
for, after all. This fall, for the
first time since John W. (Bet a
Million) Gates founded the school
in 1909, Port Arthur (Texas) College is permitting co-eds to attend
classes barelegged.
Because
of government-confiscated silk supplies, college authon
ties decided to resicnd the tradi
tional ruling that campus . legs
must be covered.
Incidentally,
co-eds
in the
"Shed Silk for Uncle Sam" club
at the University
of Minnesota,
believe theirs was' the first of its
kind to be organized. Purpose of
the <lub is to convince campus
women that the army needs parachutes worse than girls need silk
stockings.
The SSUSC's nine "charter martyrs" have pledged themselves to
"get along with bare legs and, if
necessary, go barefooted in the
interests of defense."
Frenshmen at the College of St.
Thomas arc offered this year a
reading course based on the "100
best books" idea.
Men placing in the highest quarter of the class in aptitude tests
are allowed to enroll in a discussion class for study of work
by
Homer, Aeschylus, Plato, Aristotle
and St. Augustine in their English
translations.
As late as 1919 in a midwest college now out of existence, women
students were not allowed to play
croquet "because it made them take
immodest postures."

The Tiger this week salutes the Honorable Burnet R.
Maybank for the fine work he-has done as Governor of
this state and the interest he has shown in Clemson College,
Governor Maybank has at all times been an ardent
supporter of Clemson, its cadets and the football team. He
was foremost among our supporters at the Cotton Bowl
last year and at all other games that he could possibly attend.
Clemson officials always find him friendly and cooperative. His is a. friendship of real value to Clemson,

1EAYBI

GREATEST COLLEGE ATHLETE-

University of Minnesota's NYA
quota for this year is $124,065. Benefitting students represent 7.5 per
cent of enrollment, compared with
9 per cent last year.

OF ALL THE IMMOOTALS COLLEGER
HAVE PRODUCED JINCE THE TURK! OF THE
CENTURY,ONE, AN IMDIAN.STANDS HEAD AND
SHOULDERS ABO/ETHE REST. THORFE ENTERED CARLISLE INDIAN SCHOOL IM 1906 AND
SOON BECAME THE TERROR OF EASTERN
GRIDIRONS. HE WAS AN ALL-AMERICAN
HALFBACK IN 1911 AND 1912. FROM FOOT- ,
BALL, JIM TURNED TO TRACK AND WON
V
THE PENTATHLON AND DECATHLON IN THE
1912 OLYMPICS. HE WAS ALSO A STAR IM
BASEBALL, BREAKING INTO THE MAJOR
LEAGUE WITH THE NEW YORK GIANTS.
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"POP' WARNER,

v

NOW ASST. COACH AT SAW
JOSE STATE, WAS THE RED
TERRORS MENTOR AT
• < v CARLISLE ' • •

As A PROFESSIONAL ATHLETE
THORPE EARNED MORE THAN *IOO,000
BUT HE DID NOT PROVIDE FOR THE FUTURE
HE IS MOW LIVING IN LOS ANGELES
EARNING WHAT HE CAM AS A MOVIE
• • • EXTRA • ■ ■ •

I Talk of the Town
By HARRIS HOLLIS
In the editorial columns of last week's issue we suggested that our Senior platoon accompany the football
team when it plays Boston College at Boston on October 11
It is our opinion that we have the best fancy drill platoon
in all of the forty-eight states. We say this because we
have seen them drill for four years; because we have seen
other crack drill units in action, both in person and through
the medium of motion pictures, and we are thoroughly
convinced of the superiority of our own unit. We have had
reports from all of the neighboring colleges and towns who
have seen our platoon in action and they declare unanimously that the platoon is superior to any drill unit they
have ever seen. In the light of this we are convinced that
it is one of Clemson's best methods of advertising herself.

LETTER FROM ENGLAND
By Mollie Panter-Downes
Price $2.00
If you read in the New Yorker
any of
Mollie
Panter-Dowries'
series of snapshots of England
under duress you will not need to
be told that here is admirable,
sensitive reporting. One might almost say that she does not even
takes sides, perhaps it is characteristically English that her best
undertones are so tellingly laconic. There will scarcely be a
more casually eloquent chronicle
of a democracy hardening and
crystallizing,
and turning from
digging
flower-beds
to digging
bomb-shelters in the same evenminded mood. The account runs
from September, 1939 to September, 1940; from the time when
London tried to evacuate the helpless and it wasn't necessary, to
the time when it was necessary
and/ couldn't be done. You
can
take this book if you wish as a
manual of behaviorism fos what
might happen anywhere. On the
tragically humorous side one remembers the discontent of Cockney slum-dwellers and their children when they were sent to clean
and comfortable
lodgings
and
looked after by the Mrs. Brandons and Mrs. Minivers. They
hankered to get back to the East
End. Apparently what humanity
most earnestly craves is the accustomed, and as Mollie PanterDownes says at the end, the grim
comment of London under this
autumn's Blitz was mostly, "We
shall get used to it." Beneath its
is a brave and tingling book.

Since the platoon has no fin-**
ancial income of its own the Tiger Central Dance Association a forproposed a campaign to raise the tune at dances during recent years.
And the Jungaleers are cheap, too
funds.
—.I'm in favor of hearing them at
That campaign started in bar- more of Clemson's dances.
racks Monday night and sizeable
CHEERS
contributions have been realized,
At
Saturday's
game
I noticed
but this alone will be insufficient.
It has been estimated that it will that a majority of the student body
cost approximately $1300 to make was eager to cheer the team but
the trip. There are forty-three didn't know how. By that I mean
members of the platoon and the that they didn't know the school
transportation by rail has been yells. It's not their fault. They
team and
figured at $29.00 per
member. want to support the
Room and board will be financed Clemson—. they want to yell like
hell for the boys of the purple and
by the individual members.
This week in an
editorial The gold. Why can't the cheerleaders
Tiger appeals to the alumni, Iptay familiarize them with a series of
members and supporters of Clem- good yells? If this is done you will
find that a group of well coordinatson to join »in the drive for the
necessary funds . If they respond ed voices can raise more hell than
as they have done in the past the all those individual noises and catplatoon will be able to make the calls of last Saturday's game.
TAPPING TIME
trip and give the bluebloods of
Tapping time is here again. In
Boston an insight of how efficiently Clemson is playing her part today's paper is carried a story of
the selection of six outstanding
in national defense.
"Frankly boys, if you don't take seniors to membership in Blue Key,
the national leadership and serthat platoon to Boston ' your a
vice fraternity. These men were
bunch of fools," were the words chosen because they have shown
of /Professor Waite, of the social themselves to be leaders in student
science department who
arrived affairs. Their appointment is to be
from Boston recently, as he saw construed as a signal honor, probthe platoon in action at the Pres- ably the highest they will achieve
byterian game Saturday.
during their college careers.
"I've seen the King's Royal guards,
Blue Key stands out because it
I've seen drills at West Point recognizes merit and ability. You
and Annapolis, but nothing they rate Blue Key because you have
ever did can compare to this."
contributed to Clemson, not bei'While watching the perform- cause you have a stripe on your arm'
ance," Professor Waite
said, "I not because you have a good lookwas aware of an esthetic beauty, ing sister, or because you are a
the nature of which I had never social lion, or for the fact that you
might be able to reciprocate later
seen."
Those, gentlemen, are the words on, or because you are a "good boy".
There are 2300 "good boys" at Clemof a Bostonian.
son. No sir, Blue Key is made of
THEY'RE GOOD
bigger things.
After hearing the Jungaleers at
At any rate the selections have
the Rat Hop last week-end I feel been made, and, frankly, I don't
that anything I could say in behalf think the choice could be improved
of their performance wiuld be whol- upon.
ly inadequate. Those who heard
OUTSTANDING CADET OF
them, I know will agree with me
THE WEEK
that this institution is.in store for
The student who reads this cola colorful season. I think we will umn without exclaiming, "Whatall agree that the Jungaleeers, un- inthahell is he trying to do? Write
der the present leadership of Lewis a column?
Cox and his band of talented muOUTSTANDING REMARK OF
sicians, if put to the test could
THE WEEK
compare favorably to some of the
"I wantta get in before the one
name bands that have cost the o'clock curfew."

Tom Clemson
Mr. A. G. Holmes:
As Clemson's undisputed authority on History, I think you are the
correct person to whom I should
make this suggestion.
Really thousands of people pass
through Clemson every year without knowing anything of its historical importance. I think that
perhaps you may be interested in
a move to place a marker on the
highway designating Clemson as
the burial of John C. Calhoun and
the site of the Calhoun Mansion,
etc.
I make this suggestion with the
thought that you are the proper
person; but please let us hear your
views on the subject. ,
Sincerely,
Tom Clemson

Three gibbons, anthropoid apes
more closely related to man than
any of the monkeys, have been ac- DEAR TOM:
quired by the psychology laboratory
enclosed you will find a Postal
at Pennsylvania State College for
Telegraph money order for amount
jxperimental purposes.
>f ten dollars for which amount,
As an undergraduate, Gary Coo- ■lease see that I am made a memer of that great organization,
3er was denied membership :':n the
PTAY!!
dramatic society at Grinnel; Co!It gives me great pleasure to
:ge, Iowa, on grounds he ccMdn'
jay this money for what I am sure
act.

is one of the greatest things a true
Clemson man can do to help out
our great Tiger Team.
May this coming season be one
of Clemson's best! I am sure we
all do wish for them just that.
Here's to a bigger and better
IPTAY!
Sincerely,
George E. Shirley.
Dear Sir:
Mr. A. G. Taylor, who handles
ticket s-aies at Furman University,
has askco me to write you that any
Clemson student in uniform will be
admitted to any Furman home game
for onlv forty cents (.40). A special section will be reserved for
the Clemson students in the East
stands
We welcome all Clemson students
to the Furman campus and would
like to see a number of them at
our home games since it adds more
spirit and pep.
I would appreciate it very much if
ycu would place a box concerning
this matter in the next issue cf the
Tiger. Thanking you for this fav-

—that the latest reports have one thing to his credit, and that
persistance.
Winthrop's
Jo
it that Bristol will be walking at is
the State Fair game. The con- Green ought to know.
vertible hung up on him the other
—oscar says—
—that his schedule is a thing
night.
—Oscar tays—
of horror, but after looking at
—that Chapman is one first ser- some of the ones the freshmen
geant who doesn't believe in hand- are filling, he's pretty, proud of it.
ing out checks. He gives 'em de—oscar says—
merits instead.
—that he hopes the Tiger's new
—oscar nays—
offices are ready soon.
—that if the dance set-up stays
—oscar says—
the way it is, the hotels in An—that ice cream hi cups is the
derson will have to build exten- best improvement in the mess hell
sions. He knows of at Jeast one in the last thirty years.
little girl that's going to stay there.
—oscar says—
■—oscar tays—
—that Lee Milford may have t
—that his Purity boxes have persuasive voice in the back seal
been mighty bare since the begin- of a car, but he ain't from stufi
ning of school, and he can't pos- in the mess hall, and that ain't
sibly find out all the dirt by him- all! That mark around his mouth
self.
ain't a mustache.
—oscar tays—

—oscar says—
—that Clemson just ain't what
—and that while he's thinking
it used to be, and he knows who about the snatch juniors, (always
to blame for it.
a distasteful' subject), Lang Ligon
■—oscar says—
—that only two rats turned out is gonna choke to death some oi
for the staff. What's the matter these days if he doesn't get it out
with this freshman . class anyway? of his neck.
—oscar Bays—

—oscar says—-

—that Coble is in for a whipping
—that triple diamond Thames
evidently thought that the dance off too, but he'll let it ride 'til
was a" masquerade ball. Thames next week.
—oscar tays—
went as "the little man who wasn't
—that the powers that be coulo
there".
at
least
raise
the one hour post
—oscar tays—
—that it's getting awfully chilly dance time limit to two hours. Affor reveilleing in shirts.
ter all, it takes that long for a
'—oscar says—
round trip to Isaqueena in a heavj
—that Hollis is a riot in his Saturday morning traffic.
new galoshes.
—oscar says—
■—oscar 6ays—
—that "Kernal" Thames and hia
—that A. A. Cox's rqpm smelled date missed a good dance the othlike a brewery after the visit the er night, but the only person who
old grads paid him last week-end. missed him was a little sergeanl
And he was still standing when major we won't name.
they left, tod.
A TRAVELER IN TIME
■—oscar says—
By Ellison Uttley
—oscar says—
—that Sitton didn't do so gooc,
—that Olin Dorn is making a this week-end. A recent appendecPrice $2.50 (Illustrataed)
Going back in the past always mistake following in Blessing's tomy cut down on her dancing,
has fascination for the histor- footsteps so closely, or maybe his and the one-hour rule cut down
ically minded. The Berkeley Square memory is just bad:
on her snaking.
—oscar Bays—
idea never fails to cast a spell,
—oscar says—
—that
he
doesn't
know
for
sure
and so it iswith this book—a sim—that incidentally, that one-hom
ple account of a young girl, Pene- who did all the messing up at the rule is going to make tough sledlope Taverner Cameron, who goes P. O. Saturday night, but he's ding for him (Oscar).'
back in dream-like flashes to the heard rumors.
■—oscar says—
—oscar says—
—that he has his eye on several
time of Mary Stuart. Penelope
—that Lieutenant Hill of the
lives in Chelsea. One year when military staff is a swell guy. You junior snatch boys that are beshe and her brother and sister just can't beat him where blow- ginning to feel their importance
need country air to recuperate outs are concerned.
and that he (Oscar) will see to it
from colds, they are sent to an old
that they get all publicity they
—oscar/ says—
country manor house,
named
—that while he's- on the sub- deserve.
Thackers, in Derbyshire. Penelope ject, somebody ought to give chief
—oscar Bays— '
—that the CDA publicity man
is enchanted with the place. She stooge Emanuel a heart-to-heart
still can't intimidate Oscar.
discovers that her gift of second talk—or a hot foot.
—oscar says—
sight allows her to flash back
—oscar says—
—that Professor Waite, Alexan—that he didn't get to dance
into the past, and she
becomes
part of the household in 1582. with all the lovelies. But don't feel der's sub in the Library, has alAnthony Babington, the son of slighted girls. Maybe next time. ready got more Clemson spirit than
most of the corps.
—oscar says—
the house, is planning his plot to
—oscar says—
—that the grapevine says Caphelp Mary, Queen ■ of Scots, es—that Professor Waite is a darn
cape. We see this romantic episode tain James is suffering from a
through the tympathetic eyes of guilty conscience. He's offering 20 good fellow, too, in spite of being
a young girl who longs to change demerits to anyone calling him a damn Yankee.
■—oscar eays—
history, but who has to cry sadly, "Whiskey Willy".
—that there's a rumor out that
—oscar says—
"The fate of the queen was writ—that there were some terrible some of the boys are going to
ten in the Archangel Michael's
disappointments this week when have to give up their seats in the
book." Penelope loves the whole junior army men were signed. And mess hall. The whole faculty wants
household, booth the quality and
he doesn't blame the boys. If he to come down, now that the man
the servants, and she presents an drilled, he'd want to get paid for has tipped 'em off that our food
attractive picture of the period. it too.
is better than theirs. But he (OsHere we have no horrid*'realistic
—oscar says—
car) thinks they're gonna get
details about smells and lack of
—that if the CAA heads have
—oscar says—
washing. Thackers, to her "smell- trouble getting a full enrollment, fooled.
ed of herbs and balm and the they have
—that he can't for the life of
only
themselves to
cool odor of rushes from
the blame. Too many boys were busted him see how Herb rates that first
brookside, soft as velvet under my last year to make it a safe propo- sergeant. But that's the way it's
feet." The whole tale is told with sition for one who intends to stay being done this year.
an almost childlike simplicity and here.
:—oscar says—
—that oh, if he only had more
freshness. In a foreword> the au■—oscar says—
thor says that she knows Thack—that Rat Sutler has at least space!
ers well, and that she, too, has
gone back into the past. This is
undoubtedly why the book has a
nostalgic
quality.
Slight
but
charming, this is like an old tapestry, done
with many
loving
stitches.
STATE OF THE MASSES "
"By Emil Lederer
Price $2.50
The explanation of Nazi Germany which no wemerges in these
quiet, scholarly pages is that of
the frightful wreck of a great society, always neurotic and introspective, and how reduced to a
single mob swayed by the most
elementa lemotions. This condition
has been brought about, according to Dr. Lederer's theory, by Hitler's ruthless suppression of the
classes—labor, the church, the intellectuals—through which a national culture expresses itself and
functions. These classes, or groups,
have their antagonism* but they
also have their common goal of a
unified society which is realized
only in the clash of group interests. With this interplay of interests destroyed, the Germans are
powerless to think or act except
at the dictate of the ruling clique,
which can offer no real program
but destruction. Among the numerous accounts of the German state
of mind which h&ve recently appeared, none is more searching
and provocative than this. Emil
Lederer was one of the most distinguished of the scholars who
found life not worth living in
Hitler's Germany. He was a member of the faculty of the New
School for Social Research in New
York until his untimely death
last year. The book is Lederer's
confesion of faith in the democratic principle. It not only disposes of all. schemes "for a 'classless" society, but is
profoundly
suggestive of the values which this
country will do well to preserxe.
Hans Speirer of the New School
provides some discriminating notes
and appendices.
or, and hoping to be able to repay you in the near future, I remain,
Sincerely yours,
Edmund Seaman,
Director, Sports Publicity.
Caroline Chatfield, author of a
syndicated newspaper column on
human relations, headed her class
and was president of the student
association at Queens College, Char'otte, N. C.
Motion picture actor Dana Andrews is a graduate of Sam Houston
College.

What effect do you think the new time
limit on dance dates will have on Clemson
dances in general?
By G. S. MONTGOMERY
J. A. Mixon, (3) Charlotte, N.
C—"I believe that it will add much
to the reputation of Clemson dances in other towns."
J. C. Bennet, (2) St. Ma thews—
"I believe that more girls can
come to the dances, because mothers will know that good care is
being taken, of the girls".
J. C. "Chubby" Adams, (1) Saluda—"Clemson boys don't get to
see their girls very often. When
they do have the pleasure of having a girl up they should not be
put under military rule."
M. S. Christmas, (3) Spartanburg
—"I don't care about my girl, but
its those late dates I'm worrying
about."
J. K. Windell, (3) Rock Hill—
"If we had to be in by five o'clock
it would be all right, but you can't
get much done in an hour."
S. S. Rogers, (4) Bennettsville—
"It will be pretty rought on these
late dates." '
T. A. McTeer, (4) McClellanville
—"I think it will reduce the number of girls coming up to Clemson dances."
F. A. Yarborough, (2) Lamarr—
M. R. Howell, (2) Lamarr—
"The expense is too great just to
get in an hour's courting."
G. H. Barnwell, (2) Fort' Moultrie—"When a cadet goes to the
expense of having his girl at
Clemson for the dances, it is obvious that he thinks enough of her
to want to be alone with her for
more than an hour after the
dances."
N. J. Thomas,
(2)
Norrisbug,
Tenn.—"I think a boy who has
a girl up for the dances should
have longer than one hour after
the dances before he returns her
to her room, because in most cases
the pleasure was of considerable
expense to the cadet."

E. M. Mowry, (2) Orangeburg—
"If a girl wanted to sleep she
could stay home, but if she comes
up here she wants to dance and
be with her date."
W. M. Albergotti, (4) Columbia
—"I don't think the girls will like
the idea of rushing in as soon as
the dance is over. Also it will cause
couples to leave the floor before
the dance is over."
C. R. Duncan, (3) Heath Springs
...."I - think it is a dirty deal. It's
a lot of expense to go to just to
be with your girl one hour."
W. C. Byrd, (4) Clinton — "I
think it will make the dances awful. It will encourage the boys to
keep their dates elsewhere."
E. A. LaRoche, (4) John's Island
—"It should cut down on late
dating".
(Editors note—This is
undoubtedly the prize understatement of the year.)
K. S. Brazeale, (4) Anderson—
"When a boy has a girl up she is
with everyone at the dance and
wants to be alone with her boy
friend for longer than one hour."
H. G. Hollingsworth, (1) Great
Falls—"I believe that a restriction
of this type will allow more girls
to come to the dances."
E. H. Jones, (1) Great Falls —
"If the girls go in the boys will
too; therefore more couples will
get home safely."
A. B. Ray, (4) Greenville—"It.
wil cut out all that good late dating."
D. L. Tillman, (2) Cheraw—
"I think it will improve the standard of the dances, but I think that
two hours would be more reasonable than one."
D. P. McLanrin, (2) Cheraw—
"I think that it will encourage the
boys to keep their dates out al)
night and not get any sleep at
all."
George Cavalaris, (8) Clemson—
"It RUINS my business I"
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I Hear You Knocking—

DISC-overy

Mrs- Rhodes Dies
Suddenly; Rites
Held Tuesday

Reporter With Nothing To Do
Figures Number Meals Eaten By
Students In College Mess Hall

Mrs. Edith P. Rhodes, 60, well
PINETOPS BOOGIE WOOGIE,
By CHOPIN
This week we will take a little played and sung by Cleo Brown. known Clemson matron and wife
time and space for a discussion of On the flipover is Albert Ammonds of professor S. R. Rhodes of the
Clemson College engineering faBoogie Woogie, the bands that play BOOGIE WOOGIE STOMP.
Last, but by no means least are culty, died at her home last Monday
jt, and the instrumentalists that are
following
featured on Victor, Columbia and Honey Hill and Meade Lux Lewis morning at 2 o'clock
doing BOOGIE WOOGIE and YAN- an illness of several months.
Decca records.
Mrs. Rhodes was born in Pennman year. Those 693 bouts with the
By JTJDSON PHAPIN
Boogie Woogie as you may or may CY SPECIAL respectively.
The Columbia album, also called sylvania, the daughter of the late
not know, is an offspring of the
Have you ever wondered just to feed bag costs the aiormention^d
blues, nrobably having its beginning BOOGIE WOOGIE, features strict- J. H. and Alice Smith Bossard, and what extent the average cadet gor- freshman exactly 173.25 hours, 10,in Louisiana and journeyed up the ly piano with the exception of one had made her home at Clemson ges himself in the mess hall? Have 395 minutes, or 623.700 seconds, or
a grand total of 7.218 days.
which
encludes
Harry foi the past 28 years.
Mississippi to Kansas City and Chi- platter
The upperclassmen on the otherShe is survived by her husband; you ever even imagined how many
cago. This type of Negro musical James Jafe's trumpet is featured
times
in
one
fiscal
school
year
you
expression was comparatively un- with two piano boog in BOO-WOO. one brother, A. K. Bosard, Penn- have battled your fellow cadets for hand do not have to endure such
long suffering. The total wear and
sylvania; and one sister, Mrs. H. L.
known m the realm of swing music and WOO-WOO.
the staff of life? To drag the thing tear on the seat of their britches
Joe Rushing's shout rhythm is Osworth, also of Pennsylvania.
until December 23, 1938 when Pete
out
even
further,
have
you
ever
for 675 meals in exactly 168.7E
Final rites were held from the
Johnson. Meade Lux Lewis, and Al- featured with Count Basie's piano
even gussed at the amount of time hours, 10,125 minutes or 607.50C
bert Ammons introduced it to the and his blues five in BOOGIE family residence Tuesday after- that you spend in the mess hall?
seconds, making a total of exactly
layman at Carnegie Hall. Since that WOOGIE. Joe Turner's shouting noon at 4:30 o'clock, with the Rev.
Well,
the average
freshman 7.031 days spent by the average uptime, the growth of Boogie has been ana Pete Johnson's piano make up S. J. L. Couch and the Rev. J. K. tramps his way to the mess hall ap- perclassman in Captain Harcombe's
services.
the reverse with ROLL 'EM PETE. Goode, conducting the
terrific.
proximately 693 times in his fresh- cafeteria.
Lewis, Ammonds and Johnson are Burial was in Old Stone Church
Just what is Boogie Woogie? In
cemetery near Clemson.
featured
at
one
piano
on
two
sided
Pete Johnson's own words, "Just let
Active pallbearers included: J.
that left hand go wild and roll 'em BOOGIE WOOGIE PRAYER.
The last record is Meade Lux's C. Littlejohn, J. D. Lane, F. T.
eight to the bar." Technically that
Tingley, F. M. Kinard, J. R. Coopmfans a repetitious base with the BEAR CAT CRAWL and Albert er, J. H. Woodward, L. A. King,
left hand with as much improvising Ammons SHOUT FOR JOY.
By far the best album yet put and A. J. Godbey.
as possible on the treble with the
out is Victor's EIGHT TO THE
right hand. '
At first Boogie was confined to BAR, which features the two piano
the piano. Soon bands began to play playing of Albert Ammonds and
it. First small combinations and Pete Jonnson. This is the real stuff.
After about five months of hard work and grief. Someinfoimation specialists "are need
then full bands. Bob Crosby's HON- Johnson and Ammonds have never
body at last comes along and gives us a pat on the back in
ed
by
the
government
in
connec
recorded
such
pounding
rhythm.
The
KY TONK TRAIN was one of the
first, with Bob Zeke at the piano. album encludes: FOOT PEDAL tion with every phase of national public, in appreciation of the work we have done.
The Anderson Daily Mail has this to say: ^
Zerke was one of file first white BOOGIE, MOVIN' THE BOOGIE, defense activity. Publications of
men to play boogie to any extent WALKING THE BOOGIE, BOO- all kindi must be prepared for speThe Clemson Tiger, which calls itself "The South's most
and he took lessons from Meade GIE WOOGIE MAN, PINE CREEK, cial interest groups and for the gen- interesting college newspaper" and then just about lives up
SIXTH AVENUE EXPRESS, BAR- eral public, and interpretative radio
Lux Lewis.
Since that time, a great number REL HOUSE BOOGIE, and CUT- broadcasts written and put on the to its slogan, has started a new year of publication under the
air To these jobs, and many oth- direction qf Walter S. McDonald.
of bands have featured boogie. Will TIN' THE BOOGIE.
For the record fan who has an ers, War, Agriculture, Interior, the
Bradly aided greatly to its fame with
Members of the staff of the paper are not novices in
his BEAT ME DADDY and SCRUB equal appreciation for the classics Office for Emergency Management, the publishing field since they had charge of The Tiger durana
other
agencies
assign
their
inas
well
as
swing,
I
highly
recomME MOMMA. Woody Herman has
ing the final months of the past session. The writers and
deviated from his blues to feature mend Hazel Scott's Decca album formatior specialists.
To fill these positions, the Civil others connected with the publication are, therefore, already
boog, and currently, the most pop- entitled SWINGING THE CLASular band in the boog field is Ted- SICS. Hazel Scott is a most talent- Service Commission has just an- familiar with their dutiese.
dy Powel Powel's latest is an out of ed West Indian girl who can play nounced an examination for in- \
Tiger has for%everal years captured the coveted Wilton
the world arrangement of IN PINE long hair or hot equally as well. To formation specialists in press and
TOPS
FOOT
STEPS.
Pinetop demonstrate her extraordinary tal- publications, and in radio. There E. Hall cup as the state's outstanding college newspaper, and
Smith is generally believed to be ent, she plays the classics straight are over one hundred jobs to be those who have observed the publication for the past fey
the father of all boogie woogie. and then swings them, without a filled in the various Government years readily agree that the quality of the paper has imOther Powel favorites are TEDDY trace of homicide. The album con- agencies. Salaries range from $2,- proved each session.
BEAR BOOGIE, TEDDY'S BOOGIE tains: Rachmanioff's PRELUDE IN 600 to $4,600 a year. Eligibles on
The Daily Mail hopes that this trend will be maintained
WOOGIE,
STRAIGHT
EIGHT C SHARP MINOR, Percy Granger's the employment list established last
BOOGIE,
BLUEBIRD
BOOGIE COUNTRY GARDENS, Litz SEC- year as a result of the Information during the current year, and that the cadet will this session
WOOGIE, and a host of others too OND HUNGARIAN RHAPSODY, Specialist examination need not take reach a new high mark of service to the college, t'tje sudent
MINUTE: WALTZ of Chopin, De this new examination unless they
numerous to mention.
body and to the alumni.
Now for the connesseur of boog Falla's RITUAL FIRE DANCE, and have acquired additional experience
music, there are three albums put a TWO PART INVENTION IN A and wish to apply for a higher
Since Germany occupied Franct
grade, as their names will be raWith .an estimated increase of
out by Decca, Columbia, and Victor MINOR of John Sebastian Bach.
tamed on the current register.
more than half a billion barrels and Denmark, production of blu(
respectively which everyone who
ly imposed upon the student body by
BUT YOU CAN'T COME IN—So says
in 1940, the United States' proved cheese in Midwestern states and
wants this music in the original
"some-one" with an upper hand. The
7,334,000— up lOO.OOo!
Kirk McLeod, CDA member in charge
petroleum reserves by the first of in South America has considerablj
and uncommercialized form should
Total school enrollments,
as 1941 reached a new high of 19,024,- increased.
girl didn't want to be locked out. Mcof placing for the dances. He's locking
add to his collection.
calculated by the education office, 515,000 barrels.
Leod didn't like the idea, and neither
The Decca album, the least outout a couple who didn't get in by the
embrace more than 2,000,000 in evstanding
of
the
three,
features
the
do
the
other
2300
sympathizers.
Twenty-six University <& Texas
"one hour after dance curfew" recentening and part-time schools, busiThe army's new "shlrtpocket" students, all 6 Feet 3 or.taller, have
top boogie bands as well as the top
WASHINGTON, D. C.—(ACP)- ness colleges, nurse training instiinstrumentalists.
While elementary school
enroll tutions and private trade schools. food rations—12-ounce, condensed formed a club whose only qualifiThe album is entitled BOOGIE ment figures are plunging far be- The grand total is set at 31,566,000 meals—were developed by Dr. An- cation is height.
cel Keys of the University of MinWOOGIE MUSIC, and contains the low those of a year ago, America's a decilne of 160,000.
nesota.
following:
colleges and high schools have not
The present City College >f New
Dr. Raymond Walters, president
GIN MILL BLUES by Joe Sulli- yet felt the full effects of lowered of the University of Cincinnati and
York was established lay the 'State
Mounted
specimens
of
252
native
Sigma Epsilon, local social fravan, an instrumental arrangement
NEW YORK, N. Y.— (ACP)—Dr. with Bob Zerke on the piano. The birthrates- during the' depression nationally known for his surveys Georgia birds are contained in the legislature 94 years ago.
Freddie Kirchnei, the Intramurof the thirties.
ternity, this week began the inof college registration,
reports Emory University Museum.
al Director, released the rules for Rufus D. Smith, provost of New reverse is BOOGIE WOOGIE MAXThe United States office of ed- that numerous institutions, "inOn the theory that colleges should
formal initiation of six Juniors and the Outdoor Volleyball Tournament York University, says a "breakIXIE, Bob Crosby and the band ucation estimates college
enrollThe LQC Lamar school of law at teach students to use their hands
cluding prominent eastern colleges
five sophomores. The initiation will which will begin on Thursday, Oc- the-rich" taxation policy of the featuring Joe Sullivan on the woodment this year will be 1,450,000, for men," have conducted promo- Emory University was the first ac- as well as their heads, Dartmouth
tober 2nd. In addition to these federal government may result in
last throughout this week.
pile.
a rise of 25,000. Some
educators tional campaigns and waived limi- credited law school in the south- College has established a student
The pending tax bill is an apThe juniors tapped are:
Bud rules the Tug-O-War Tournament
Woody
Herman
knocks
off
a
workshop.
questioned the accuracy of
this tations on the size of
freshman east.
rules
were
received
and
the
date
closing
of
private
schools,
Burgess, of Sumter; Bill Propst,
strictly commercial boog number early estimate, in view of the drift classes to offset losses in upper
of Sumter; J. R. McRae, of Clio; of this affair is Thursday and Fri- plication of the policy, he believes entitled INDIAN BOOGIE WOO- of college-sge men into the armed
class enrollment.
Walter
Goggans,
of Newberry; day October 10th. and 11th. re- and exemplifies the United States' GIE, with Teddy Powel knocking services.
spectively.
"chaotic,
political
and
haphazard
Johnny Sanders, of Rock Hill, and
himself out on the opposite side
Those expecting an increase
The
Company Cross Country
Iran is attempting to grow rubGeorge Honduras, of Anderson. The Relay Race has been set for Thurs- approcah to a total war economy. With TEDDY BEAR BOOGIE.
in
total
college
enrollment ber trees, hoping for commercial
"Private
education
in
America
sophomores tapped are:
C.
M. day October 16th. and the instrucOne
of
the
best
recordings
in
the
contend
that
while
Johnny
may
production.
Grier, of Charlotte; Bill Littlejohn, tions for the Intramural Fresh- has already been hard hit by les- album is two sides of Bete John- o to the army or to work, "more
of Spartanburg; Dave Watkins of man Swimming Meet were also re- ened 3ndowments and lower in- son doing BLUES ON THE DOWN men in jobs means more money
The first known writer on psycome returns. Must it now face a
Anderson; Gregg Stanly, of Mulllns, leased last night.
chology was
Aurelius
Cornelius
depleted middle class income?" he BEAT and KAYCEE ON MY MIND. for .Marys' education."
and Dave Lenoir, of Sumter.
Other events and their dates are
Mary Lew Williams and Andy
The education office estimates Selsus, c Roman who Uved about
asks.
Kirk make good with OVERHAND enrollment in elementray schools 25 B. C. to 50 A. D.
the Apple Race on Thursday Oc- (NEW FROGGY BOTTOM) and has dropped to 20,707,000, a decline
of 210,000 In a year. The estimate
tober 30th. and the Cake Race on LITTLE JOE FROM CHICAGO.
The United States has some
Thursday November 6th.
The cutest waxing In the set is for high school enrollment
is where near 400 boom towns, as a
Get Globe Line
result of defense industries or nearness to military posts.
?
Guarantee to Satisfy

Civil Service lobs
Open In Journalism

Anderson Paper Congratulates
The Tiger In Editorial

Birtrate Hits
Low School
Enrollment

Goat Club Men
Take Socialites

Volleyball And '
Tug-O-War Events
Announced Here

New Taxes May
Affect Private
Schools Soon

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST
—AT—

DO YOU NEED STATIONERY?
See KIRK McLEOD

SULLIVATVT

The most
library in
that of the
cil in New
articles.

Room 8-223

SEE THE NEW PORTAGE SHOES—At

silt

HOKE SLOAN'S

ill

$4.00 (And They Wear!)
New shipment of Moccasins.
Dormitogs $2.00
College Hats $1.25
The Best Fitting Shirts Are Arrow.
The Best Shoes Are Crosby Square

complete public heaitn
the United States Is
National Health CounYork—6,000 magazine

TOUR SUM RULE IS
m THE ARMY NOW

HARDWARE CO.

1~

Anderson, South Carolina

Watt/ tfo 06t&e& etow apafo, "Dorit Forget Your Parker

Th« *Rde rule you would ordinarily buy this term wiM not
bo ready for four months. Sorry, it can't be helped ....; It

DOBBS HATS MANHATTAN SHIRTS
ANDERSON'S FINEST

has to do with defense. Tanks, guns, airplanes, alt begin
with mathematics — and mathematics means slide rule*.
Although we have multiplied our production, the Oefenee
Program still absorbs rules slightly faster than we can make
them now. But we are still increasing production. Within

INC.

four months we are sure we can take ea*e of everyone ,^t

MAIN AT EARLEST.

•

but well lend you another I

"The Home Of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes"

Meanwhile, you are not forgotten. We have in produc-

Clemson Cadets Are Always
Welcome

tion a quantity of special slide rules that wiH tide you over
for sale. We will lend you one upon the deposit of $I.OO

—.Mare Room for Ink because NO rubber sac, hence
a Pen that won't run dry in lectures, tests, exams!

—and give you a full trade-in allowance when your stand-

MAIN STREET

ard rule is ready. No charge for wear and tear. Use this

*> GUARANTEED by LIFE CONTRACT

rule with our compliments as long as the temporary emergency lasts! Your campus bookstore has K&E "loaned-

ANDERSON, S. C.

on-deposit" slide rules in stock for immediate delivery.

KEUFFEL 6- ESSER CO.

FOR YOUR RECREATION HOURS
Airplane, Ship, Tank, and Auto Models,
Supplies, Balsa Wood, Cement, Sundries

The Anderson Hardware Co.
TWO STORES

Anderson, S. C.

FOUNDED 1867

III

lit

7 i'mm* meiiffw-

Pen

until your standard rules are ready. These rules are not

MAYFATRGRILL

EUVt*IO«

fa5&4<70f-r&t4etb

Yocumotlc,
$875 and $12.75
Sett, Duofold.
$3.95 and $5

Toting books around won't get a
student anywhere if his pen runs
dry in the classroom. So look before
you leap to some problem pen. It
will only frustrate your LQ. on
Test-day.
In college after college, coast to
coast, the Parker Vacumatic Is
voted No. 1 by students because of
these modern features:
1. Super-charged—with ink
to carry over.

5. Exclusive Style—streamlined. Peart
and Jet RINGS.

Go and try it today at any nearby pen counter. But use discretion i
by looking for Parker's Blue Dia->
mond on the smart ARROW clip.
That's our Life Guarantee Contract.
Junior or Sub-deb, $5; Debutante
or Major, $8.75. Maxima, $10; Duofold, $2.95 and $3.95. Pen and Pencil
Sets, $3.95, $5.00, $8.75 and up.
The Parker Pea Co, Janesvffle, Wit,
oonu ss4i, me wwuae-fsirsd.

2. One-Hand Sacleu Hitet
—easiest to operate.
3. Television Barrel—shows
when to refill.
4. Lubricated Writing —
Non-brittle, 14 K Gold Point
tipped with oil-smooth Osmiridium that won'twear scratchy
in a lifetime.

larke:

BM cwMA.mcp-'&e*

5ACLESS FILLcfc
Easiest of all to opercrt«~-ond meet Modem

Parker's Blue Diamond
\ on the pen is our Life
' Contract unconditionally guaranteeing to
service the pen for ths;
Life of the owner except
for loss and intentional
damage, subject only to
a 35c charge for postage. Insurance, and
handling, provided complete pen is returned fox
service.

FRKSt introductory bottle, of Porker QuM —rh« quick-dry ink. Wrifo f arkor Quinfc, Doparfaoof 1-41, Janovrillo, Wisconsin
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THE TIGER—"The South's Most Interesting College Newspaper"—THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 1941.

Clemson's Rat Hop, first dance of the season given in
honor of the freshman class, was an entirely successful affair, as the throngs shown in the picture abovee

will prove. The Jungaleers of Clemson held forth with
a jive, promoting rhythm that won the respect of all
present. Bald heads were the order of the day in style.

Clemson's famed Senior Platoon shown doing the Queen
Anne Salute as the entire cadet corps stands at attention and sings the Alma Mater. The Senior Platoon,

which in the past has received almost as much praise
as the football team, will make the trip to VMI to drill
between the halves at the VMI-Clemson Game.

1941 Western Union Schedule of Football Games
NOTE: Games played at points indicated in first column, except those marked (*) which are played on grounds of teams shown in date columns.
SEPTEMBER 20

SEPTEMBER 27

OCTOBER 4

OCTOBER 11

OCTOBER 18

OCTOBER 25

NOVEMBER 1

NOVEMBER 8

NOVEMBER 15

AKRON'
ALABAMA .
ALABAMA POTY7
AMHEKST
ARIZONA _

•Muskingurh (26th) Bo'IingGreen (3 rd)
WestReserve (10th)
So'western La.
•Howard
Mississippi State
•Howard (26th)
•Tulane
Louisiana Tech.
Bates
Bowdoin
•Dartmouth
* Notre Dame
New Mexico Agr.
Nevada

Ohio
•Tennessee
•S.M.U.(Birm.)
•Rochester
•New Mexico

Baldwin-Wallace
•Georgia (B'ham)
•Georgia Tech.
Wesleyan Univ.
•Ariz.Ths. (Tempe)

Ohio Wesleyan
Kentucky
•Georgia (Cols.)
Mass. State
Texas Mines

•Youngstown(7th) •Kent State
•Tulane
•Ga.Tech. (B'ham.)
•Miss. State (Birm.) •L. S. U.
Trinity
•Williams
Ariz.Thrs.,Flagtaff •Okla. A. 6k M.

ARKANSAS
BALDWIN-WAXLACE
BAYLOR
—
BOSTON
BOSTON UNIV. .

Central
Hiram
Hardin-Simmom
*Tulane

•Texas
•West. Reserve
•VillaNova(Pha.l7)
Manhattan
•Bucknell

•Detroit(24th)
•Akron
•Texas A. 6k M.
Georgetown
•West. Maryland

*Tex.A.&M.(L'Roek)
Davis @ Elklns
T. C. U.
Temple
Amn. Intl.

Rice
Case
Texas
Wake Forest
•Manhattan

S. M. U.
•Toledo
•Tulsa
Tennessee
New Hampers! re

•Utah
Tufts
Boston Univ.
•De Pauw
•Oregon(Port-)

•SanFran.(24th)
•Lafayette
•Temple (24th)
Ohio
So. California

•Utah Agr. CoU.
•Yale
West.Maryland

Wabash
•U.C.L.A.

•Wyoming
Holy Cross
Gettysburg
•Toledo
Washington

Colorado
•Harvard
♦Geo.Washn.(14th)
Washn. Univ.
Oregon State

•Geneva
John Carroll
Washn. Univ.
•Transylvania (24)
Southwestern (24)

•Case (31st)
Carneaie Tech. (31st)
•Rice
Hanover
Spring Hill(31st)

•Cincinnati
•Baldwin Wallace
T. C. U.
Chattanooga
•Centre

•Tennessee
•So. Caro.(23rd)
•CorneU
San Jose (24th)

•Dayton
•Geo.Wash.(31st)
Holy Cross
Humboldt
Wyoming

Carnegie Tech.
•Fresno(llth)
Greeley (11th)

Wyoming
•Utah Agr. CoU.
•U. S. M. A.
Colgate
Drake

•Utah
•Denver
Cornell
Columbia
•Oklahoma A.ekM.

•Pennsylvania
Yale
♦Texas Tech.

•Brigham Young
Utah
Michigan
Dartmouth
•Loyola,L.A.(16th)

W. 6k M.
•V.M.L (L'burg.)
Cincinnati
Mt. St. Mary's
Colorado State

•Princeton
Duke
•Xavier (9th)
Swarthmore
•Utah State

•Cornell
•W. 6k L.
North Dakota
Drexel
Hawaii

Manhattan
Washn.Uni(31st)
•Georgia Tech.
Villa Nova

Marquette
Iowa Sta. Thrs.
•Davidson
•St. Mary's (9th)
•Georgia (Jax.)

•Villa Nova(Phil.l«th)

St. Anselm

Cincinnati

BRIGHAM_YOUNG ~
BROWN
BUCKNELL
BUTLER f
CALIFORNIA- -

Montana
Wesleyan Univ.
Lebanon Valley
Sc Joseph'! (19th) *Xavier (26th)
St. Marys

CARNEGIE TECH i
CASE SCH. OF SC.
CENTENARY .
CENTRE v
CHATTANOOGA

Westminster
Mfflsaps

CINCINNA 0
CLEMSON
COLGATE
COLL. OF PACIFIC
COLORADO COLL.

Transylvania
Presbyterian

'Creighton (26th)
Mississippi Coll.
T. P. I.
Louisville
•V.M.I. (L'burg)
St. Lawrence
Regis

COLORADO
COLORADO STATE
COLUMBIA
CORNELL
CREIGHTON T

Texas
Colo. Mines
St.Benedict'i(21st)

DARTMOUTH■
DAVIDSON
DAYTON
DELAWARE |
DENVER '

Centenary (26th)
Norwich

Rollins
Hillsdale (19tb>

DETROIT?
DRAKE *
DUKE/
DUQ.VJESNE
FLORIDA ~"

St. Ambrose (19th)
Waynesburg
Randolph.Macor

FORDHAM •
FURMAN ,
GEORGETOWN
GEO. WASHINGTON
GEORGIA

¥

Teattessee

*No. Car. SUG'boro.)

Detroit Tech (26th)
Juniata
Iowa State (26th)

•Indiana
Iowa
Wake Forest
Niagara (26th)
•Mississippi State
Wofford <26th)
Mississippi (26th)
Mt. St. Mary's
•Mercer

GEORGIA TECH v

GONZAGA i
HARVARD . . ..
HOLY CROSS
IDAHO

T. C. I.
John Carroll
•Denver (3rd)

Ariz. State (19th)
"*

•Pac.Luth.(26th)
•L. S. U.
Utah

•Baylor
Ohio Wesleyan
Arkansas
Clemson
Upsala

Colo. College
•Denver(lOth)
•Columbia
Rhode Island
•Muhlenberg
•Penn State
WesternState(3rd) Ball State (10th)
•Washn. State
Santa Clara
•Albright
•Lehigh
La. State Nor.
•Villa Nova (PMla.)
"Georgia Tech.
'Boston Univ.
No.Car.St.(Char-)
Penn State (Bflo.)
Chico State (3rd)
Western State

Kent (10th)
Hardin.Simmons
Miss. Coll. (10th)
Wayne
•Boston College
•Dartmouth
•S.M.U. (Tyler).
Montana State

Notre Dame
•Wooster
•Texas Tech.
•Cincinnati
•Howard(17th)
Centre
'Duke
Calif. Agr. (17th)
•Colorado Mines

Missouri
Wyoming
Brown
Syracuse
St. Louis (3rd);

•Princeton
•Harvard
•Tulsa

Colorado State
•Colorado
Georgia
'U.S.N.A. (Balto.)
•Washn. Univ.

Amherst
No. Carolina
Marshall
Penn. M. C.
Baylor (3rd)

Colgate
'Sewanee (Chatta.)
•Tennessee
•Ursinus
Brig.Young (10th)

•Harvard
V. P. I.
Miami Univ.
Dickinson
•Wyoming

•Yale
•Furman (Char.)
•Wichita

•St. Louis(lOth)
•Maryld. (Balto.)
•Manhattan (10th)
Villa Nova

•Okla. A. & M.
•Illinois
Colgate
St. Vincent's (17th>
•Maryland

Arkansas (24th)
•Creighton
•Pittsburgh
•Marquette K*"
•L. S. U.

•No. Carolina
No. Caro. State
•Temple (10th)
W. & L.
Mississippi (10th)

West Virginia
•Citadel
Geo.Washn.(17th)
Georgetown (17th)
•Columbia

T. C. U.
•Davidson (Char.)
•Boston College
*W. 6kM.(Nfk.24)
•Alabama (B'ham)

Wayne (3rd)
Grinnell (3rd),
Tennessee
Tampa
S. M. U.
Wake Forest
•V. P. I.
•Manhattan (3rd)
South Carolina

Utah State

Notre Dame
Chattanooga
•Coll.of Idaho (Ird) Idaho (10th)
Cornell
•Pennsylvania
•Syracuse
Providence
•Gonzaga(lOth)
•Oregon (3rd)

•Vanderbilt
•Montana
Dartmouth
Mississippi
•Utah State

Miami Univ.
•Notre Dame
Michigan
Nebraska
• Baldwin-Wallace

•Minnesota
T. C. U.

Drake
•Nebraska
•Wisconsin
Missouri
•Toledo

Utah

Alabama Poly
Portland (26th)
U. S. N. A.
N. Y. U.
Willamette

•West Virginia
South Carolina
•Georgia Tech.
Rutgers
Muhlenberg

Kansas Stan
•Kansas
Soutnswestem

Tennessee
•De Pauw
St. Louis (2nd)
•Detroit
Mississippi

Mississippi
s
•Hanover
San Fran. (9th)
Boston Univ.
•Detroit

Alabama Poly.
Vanderbilt
Creighton (16th)
•Holy Cross
New Mexico
V. M. I.
•Newberry (14th)
Florida

•Michigan
•Washington
•Georgetown (26th) Southwestern
Florida
•Alabama
•Ohio State
Colorado

Marquette
Illinois
•Georgia (10th)
•L. S. U.
Kansas State

•Santa Clara(SJ.)
Pittsburgh
•Holy Cross

Missouri
Northwestern
•Marquette
•Southwestern
•Michigan State

•Purdue
Nebraska
•L. S. U.
•Ala. Poly (Birm.)
•N. Y. U.

Temple
•Iowa

•Iowa State

Wayne
•Michigan
"Tulane
Union Univ.
Nebraska

MONTANA
MUHLENBERG
NEBRASKA ,
NEVADA
__
NEW MEXICO ,

'Brigham Young
Albright

No. Dakota State
Bucknell
•Iowa State
•San Fran. (3rd)
Texas Mines

•U.C.L.A.(lOth).
•Gettysburg
Kansas
•Arizona
Tempe

Gonzaga
•Lafayette
Indiana
Fresno State
Arizona

•Montana State
Dickinson
•Missouri
Santa Barbara
•Texas Tech. (24th)

•Washington
•Ursinus
•Kansas State
•New Mexico
Nevada

No. Dakota
•Lehigh
•Minnesota
San Jose State
•New Mex. Agr.

•Idaho
F. 6k M.
Pittsburgh
•Calif. Agr.
•Marquette

NEW YORK UNIV.
NORTH CAROLINA
Lenoir-Rhyne
NORTH CAROLINA ST l Richmond
NORTH DAKOTA
•St. Thomas(19th)
NORTH DAKOTA
Concordia (19th)

Penn. M. C.
South Carolina
•Davidson (G'Boro)
Luther (26th)
Morningside (26th)

•Lafayette
•Davidson
•GJemson (Char.)
•Iowa State Thrs.
•Montana

Texas A. & M.
Fordham
•Furman
South Dakota
So. Dak. State

Syracuse
•Tulane
Wake Forest
•So.Dakota State
Omaha (17th)

•Holy Cross
•Wake Forest
Newberry *
No. Dakota State
•North Dakota

Penn State .
No. Caro. State
•North Carolina
Bradley
•Iowa State Thrs.

Missouri
•Richmond
•V.P.I. (W-Salem)
•Montana
•Tulsa

Tulane
•Duke
•Georgetown
•Dayton
•South Dakota

I NORTHWESTERN
NOTRE DAME '
OBERLIN
.
-OGLETHORPE
OHIO

Kansas Stato
Indiana
•Rochester
Presbyterian (26th) •Wofford
*Youngstown(26th) Western Reserve

Wisconsin
•Georgia Tech.
Otterbeln
Troy Sta. Thrs.
West. Ky. Thrs.

Michigan
•Carnegie Tech.
•Hamilton

Indiana
•U.S.N.A. (Balto.)
•Wooster
•Ga. Thrs. (7th)
•Ohio Wesleyan

Notre Dame
•Northwestern
Denison
•Jax. Sta. Thrs.

•Akron

•Minnesota
•Ohio State
•U.S.M.A. (N.Y.)
Illinois
Kenyon
Swarthmore
•Presbyterian(24th) •Newberry (31st)
Miami Univ.
•Butler

OHIO STATE
!OHIO WESLEYAN
! OKLAHOMA
[OKLAHOMA A. & M.
OREGON "

Missouri
•So. California
Albion
De Sales
Oklahoma A. & M. Freshmen
•Oklahoma
*Tex.Tech(0k.City3rd)
•Stanford
Idaho (3rd)

•Baldwin-Wallace
•Texas (Dallas)
•Washn. Univ.
•So. California

Purdue
•Wayne
•Kansas State
Detroit
•California(Port.)

Northwestern
•Miami Univ.
Santa Clara
Tulsa
•U. C. L. A.

•Pittsburgh
•Akron
Kansas
Creighton
Washn. State

Illinois
Wisconsin
Case
Ohio
•Missouri
Iowa State
Arizona
•St. Louis
SantaClara( Port. 11th)

OREGON STATE .
PENNSYLVANIA
PENN STATE
PITTSBURGH
PORTLAND UNIV.

•So. California

•Princeton
•Temple
•Minnesota
•St.Mary's(19th)

•Washn. State
Maryland
Lehigh
Duke
•Gonzaga (26th)

Idaho
U. S. N. A.
•N. Y. U.
Ohio State

U. C. L. A.
Columbia
Syracuse
Fordham

•California
U. S. M. A.
West Virginia
•Nebraska
Gonzaga(l 6th)

Pennsylvania
•Ohio State
L. S. U.
W. & L.
Amherst

•Vanderbilt
Iowa
Texas
V. M. L
Hamilton

Harvard
'Fordham
Centenary
Hampden-Sydney
Allegheny

Dartmouth
Michigan State
Arkansas
North Carolina
'Union

•Yale
•Wisconsin
Texas A. 6k M.

Fort Dix
•Tulsa
Portland (19th)
•Stanford
•Mich. State (S.F.)

Maryland
•Syracuse
»Loyola,L:A.(2nd)
Xavier (24th)
Gonzaga (2nd)
•Loyola,L.A.(26th)
Brioham Young (24th) •Fresno State
•Stanford
•Oklahoma

MICHIGAN STATE
MINNESOTA v
MISSISSIPPI |MISSISSIPPI STATE"
MISSOURI .
.

Freshman

Calif. Poly.
Flagstaff (26th)

Arizona

Hawaii (19th)

PRINCETON
i
PURDUE _ '
RICE ..
RICHMOND
ROCHESTER

•Washington(Port.) Stanford
Yale
Harvard
Bucknell
•Colgate (Bflo.)
•Michigan
Purdue
Pacific Univ. (25th) Williamette (2nd) •W.Wash.CoL(lO)

Vanderbilt
No. Caro. !

Randolph-Macon

Williams
•Pittsburgh
Sam Houston
Oberlin

Columbia
Tulane
•Virginia
Kenyon

Alfred
Mo. Mines (26th)
•California
Santa Clara(28th)
•San Fran. (28th)

Springfield
•Creighton(3rd)
Nevada (3rd)
•Loyola (S.F.) (Sth)

•California

SOUTH CAROLINA
SOUTH DAKOTA
SOUTH DAKOTA STATI
SO. CALIFORNIA
SOUTHERN METHOD!!

•North Carolina
Wayne
Iowa Thrs.
Oregon State
No. Texas Thrs.

•Georgia
•Augustana(3rd)
•Omaha
Ohio State
•Fordham

Wake Forest
•Morningside
•North Dakota
•No. Dakota State
North Dakota
Oregon
Washn. State
Coll.of Pac. (Tyler) •Ala.PoIy.(Birm.)

Clemson (23rd)
So. Dakota State
•South Dakota
•California

•Citadel(0'bg.31st) •Kansas State
•Iowa State
Omaha
Morningside
Stanford
Texas
•Texas A. «k M.

U. C. L. A.
•Cornell
V. M. I. (3rd)

•Oregon State
San Francisco
•N. Y. U.
Holy Cross
Georgetown (10th) Penn. State
Dayton
Alabama
Arkansas
•Oklahoma(DaL)

•Washington
Rutgers
Bucknell (24th)
Cincinnati
Rice

Santa Clara
•Wisconsin
•Boston College
♦L. S. U.
•S. M. U. •

•Texas A. & I.
•Arkansas

•N.Y.U.
Indiana
»Loyola,L.A.(10th)
•Marshall
•Rice

Baylor
•Fordham
New Mexico (24th)
♦Western State
Mississippi

•Arkansas (L'Rock) S. M. U.
•Baylor
'Centenary
•Miami (31<t)
Creighton
•Illinois Wesleyan
Butler
•Vanderbilt
Alabama

STANFORD
SYRACUSE
TEMPLE
TENNESSEE
TEXAS

Northern Thrs.

Furman

Oregon
Clarkson (26th)
Kansas (26th)
•Colorado

TEXAS A. & M.
TEXAS CHRISTIAN
TEXAS TECH.
TOLEDO
TULANE ■

Abilene

Sam Houston
Tulsa
St. Joseph's
Boston College

TULSA
UNION
U. S. M. A.
U. S. N. A.
UNIV. OF CALIFORNIA

•T. C. U.
•Trinity

UNIV. OF SOUTH
UTAH
UTAH AGR. COLL.
VANDERBILT
VILLA NOVA . ..

•W. 6k L. (26th)
•Idaho
•San Jose (26th)
•Purdue

VIRGINIA
VIRGINIA M. I. .
VIRGINIA POLY
WASHBURN
WASHINGTON

Hampden-Sydney
Catawba
Emporla (19th)

WISCONSIN
WYOMIIXAVIER
YALE

J
p
,

Okia. * S M (Ok. Cy.) <3rd)

Detroit Tech.
Alabama Poly.

Hobart
Citadel
W. & .M.
West Virginia
Wash. State (26th) •Stanford

WASHINGTON STATE
WASHINGTON UNIV.
WASH. & JEFF.
WASH. & LEE
WESLEYAN UNIV.
I
WESTERN RESERVE
WEST VIRGINIA
WILLIAM & MARY
WILLIAMS
WITTENBERG
.

Duke
LJ S. U.

Georgt'n(Ky.)(19th)

Creighton
Middlebury
V.M.I.
Lafayette
Montana (10th)

T. C. U.
Texas A. ek M.
Centenary
John Carroll
North Carolina
St. Louis
•Vermont
Yale
•Cornell (Balto.)
•Washington

•Oklahoma A. 6k M. •Wichita
•Williams
R. P. I.
•Notre Dame (NY)
Columbia
•Pennsylvania
•Harvard
Oregon
California

T. P. I.
•Davidson (Chatta.) •Southwestern
Denver
Brigham Young
Wyoming
Colorado State
Idaho
•Colorado
Princeton
Georgia Tech.
•Kentucky
•Baylor (Phila.l 7th) •Manhattan (24th)
•Florida

Colorado \
Brigham Young
Tulane
•Duquesne

♦So. California
•Penn. State
Villa Nova
Howard
•Baylor

Hobart

Furman
No. Dakota State

PEP UP THE TEAM

Pep
Telegrams

Baldwin-Wallace
•Fordham
•Hampden-Sydney
Bowdoin
•Marietta (17th)

John Carroll
Kent
'W.6kL.(Chasn.)
•Kentucky
»Geo.Wash(Nfk.24> •Dartmouth
Union
"Tufts
•Heidelberg
Mt. Union

•Miami Unrr.
Kansas
V. M. I.
•Wesleyan Univ.
Bowling Green

Marquette
•Colorado State
•S.Vincent(5th)
Virginia

•Northwestern
•Utah
fohnCarroll(12th)
Pennsylvania

Indiana
Colorado
•St. Louis(24th)
Dartmouth

•Ohio State
Brigham Young
Dayton (9th)
•Cornell

Ohio Wesleyan
Wisconsin
•Arkansas (Mfs.)
Mills aps
•Kansas
•Ore. State (Port.)

DRESS
'Arizona

•West Virginia
Mississippi State
•Mississippi

•W. &"M7

♦Troy Sta. Thrs. (28th)

Liv'gstnThri (Zllt)
Dayton
•Michigan
•Michigan State
Marquette

W. & M.

•Washington

•Nebraska
Wichita (27th)
Oregon State

•Montana (Port.)
Cornell
•Pittsburgh
Penn State

•So. Carolina
Carnegie Tech.

U. S. N. A.
•Indiana
•T. C. U.

Wichita
•Fordham
San Jose State
•U. C. L. A.

♦Miami (21st)

•Oregon

Baylor
•V. P. I.

Washn. Univ.
Fort Ord(30th)
Penn. State

•Notre Dame
Baylor

Washington
•T. C. U.
California

•Holy Cross
•Kentucky

Hardin-Simmons

Rice

Vanderbilt
•Tex.A.&M.(27th)
Texas (27th)
S. M. U.

•Wake Forest (CbarJJ

L. s. u!
Arkansas (2 7th)
West Virginia
•Princeton
Santa Clara

•U.S.N.A.(Phila^
•U.S.M.A. (Phila.)
•Citadel

Utah Agr.
Alabama
•Ala. Poly(PhiL)

•Tennessee

Richmond
Oregon

'So. California

'Gonzaga
Missouri Mines

St. Louis

*Maryland(Balto.)
Case

Amherst
•Wooster
Purdue
Utah Agr. ColL
Princeton

NOVEMBER 15
NOVEMBER 1
NOVEMBER 8
December 20—Hawaii vs. Nevada at Honolulu.
,
at
Jacksonville.
Florida vs. U. C. L. A
December 25—Honolulu Town Team vs. Utah, at Honolulu-

'*+*** ft***********—**+*+*+**+—*+*+**—*+****■***********+*+&

•Upsala (27th)
Oklahoma
•Loyola,L.A.(30th)
Wyoming

Illinois
So. California

*Pac.Luth.(21st)

AT THE O. P. C. SIGN ON MAIN ST.

Fordham
Duke
*St.Mary's(T»x.)(23r(i:

Rockhurst(14th)

•Penn State

TUXEDOS

•Chattanooga (27th)
Alabama (2 Sth)

Virginia

•Stanford
•Butler

•Akron (10th)
W.Va.Wesleyan
•V.P.I. (R'mond)
Northeastern
Lawrence Tech.

B5Q

FULL-

Iowa State

Loyola.L.A.

Idaho
Illinois
Musklngum
'Virginia
Williams

•Ohio
•U. S. N. A.
Randolph-Macon
•Princeton
*Muskingum(3rd)

"TAKE WHAT YOU HAVE"

•Marquette

Nevada <30cK)

Iowa

Washn. State
Colgate
•Michigan State
•Boston ColL
T. C. U.

Davidson
•Trinity

•Boston College

•Oklahoma

Only 25C-

"No. Carolina
•V.P.MR'noke)
•V.M.I. (R'noke)

Oregon State
Centenary
•Hobart
•V. P. I.(LT>nrg.)
•Amherst

Georgia

Ohio State

•Arkansas

•Rice
•Texas
St. Louis
Baldwin-Wallace
•N. Y. U.

•Georgia Tech.

•New Mexico

•W.6kL. (Balto.)
•Howard
So. Caro. (21st)
•Cincinnati

Lehigh
•Maryland

•So. California
Creighton
•Buffalo
•Richmond
Haverford

OCTOBER 25
OCTOBER 18
OCTOBER 11
December 6—Arizona vs. Utah at Tucson.
Texas vs. Oregon at Austin.
U. C. L. A. vs. So. Califoi-jnia at Los Angeles.
Washa. Stase va, Ttsw A r fr l£ M Tacoss*-

Georgetown

W. 6k L.
•W. 6k M.
*N. Car. St(W.Salem)
Peru Thrs. (7th)
•California

Washington
Okla.A. 4k M.
Dickinson
•Geo. Washn.
Connecticut

SEPTEMBER 20
SEPTEMBER 27
OCTOBER 4
tcember 5—San Diego State vs. Coll. of Pacific at San Diego.
Miami vs. V. M. I. at Miami.
tcember 6— San Francisco vs. Mississippi State at San Francisco.
K M. U. v*. Rice a* Dallas,

•Duquesne
Oklahoma

N. Y. U.
•Xavier

HAVE—
"WHAT IT TAKES/' But,
They Do Not—

•Tulane

•Utah

California
Kansas
•Geneva (3rd)
Kentucky
•Bowdoin

•Greeley (26th)
Butler (26th)

•Virginia

•Chattanooga
♦Colorado State
•Wyoming
•Louisville
*Detroit(Phil,)U6th)

Denver
Sewanee
•Temple

•U.C.L.A.(26th)

Syracuse
•Colorado Coll.
Niagara (2nd)
Brown

Missouri
•Iowa State
Tennessee
•Lehigh
Lafayette

♦Vanderbilt

•V.P.I. (Nfk.)
•Davidson (L'burg)
•Richmond
•W. 6k L. (L'burg.) •Virginia (Nfk.)
St.Benedict's(24th •Hays Thrs.
Montana ,
Stanford

Iowa
Denver
Kentucky
U. S. M. A.

♦Akron

Baylor
•Hamilton
•Pennsylvania

V. M. L
Virginia
•Davidson
•Wichita
U. C. L. A.

Mich. Sta. Thrs.
Waynesburg
•U. S. N. A.
Middlebury

Minnesota
•Drake

Dartmouth

No. Dak. State
Rochester
•Harvard
*Notre Dame(Balto.)
•Oregon State

Richmond
•U.S.M.A.
*W.&M.(R'mond)
•Pittsburgh Thrs.
•Washn. State

•Oregon
•Drake (31st)
Bethany
•WestVa.(Chasn.)
Coast Guard

l

•Lafayette
Connecticut
*Brown
Okla. A. 6k M.
•Texas Tech.
Duquesne (9th)
Santa Clara (16th)
•Loyola (9th)
•Oregon(Port.llth) •St. Mary's (16th)

Lafayette
•Yale
•Clemson (L'burg)
•Temple (3rd)
•Kentucky (L'ville)
Georgetown
Kans. Wes.(26th)
EmporiaThrs. (3rd)
Minnesota
•OregonStateCPort.)

Mt. Union
Sewanee (26th)
•Brown

Apprentice

Tenn. Tech.
Centre (Phila.)

Lehigh
Drake (10th>

St. Mary's
Clemson
•Manhattan
Wake Forest

•Columbia

RUTGERS ■,*?
ST. LOUIS ',v
ST. MARY'S
SAN FRANCISCO UNTY
SANTA CLARA "

San Francisco (12th)
St. Mary's (12th)

Georgia Tech.

* Oklahoma
Nebraska
•Alabama
•Gettysburg
•Buffalo

•Georgetown
•Miss. Coll. (7th)
W. Va. Wes.(7th)
Western Reserve

"0. P. 0." CLOTHES

•Creighton(23rd)
•Tulsa
•No. Caro. State

• Northwestern
Purdue
•Nebraska
Kansas State

•Rutgers
Presbyterian
Tex.Tech(31st>
•Ohio
•Illinois

PEPSI-COLA Is made only by PEPSI-COLA COMPANY, Long Island
City, New York. Authorized Bottler: PEPSI-COLA Bottling Co„ of
Anderson. S. C.

Washn. College

•Ohio State

•Pennsylvania
•Rollins (24th)
Howard (24th)
Ohio Wesleyan
Minnesota

Cai.Rambier7(2Sth)
•Occidental

Colorado

Iowa
•Northwestern
•Illinois
•Oklahoma
•Kent

Florida
Wofford
Rollins (17th)
Dayton
•Northwestern

•Alabama Poly.

•Georgia
•Citadel (Char.),
•Ohio

Michigan
•Iowa
Indiana
South Dakota
West. Reserve

•Duke (Balto.).
Georgia Thrs.
•Tampa (10th)
Bowling Green
Pittsburgh

•La. Tech.

•Brigham Young
Colgate
•Pennsylvania
Detroit (23rd)

•Florida
Washn. State
Yale
Temple
•Mont. Sta. (BoUe)

♦W.Md.tBalto.-Sntt
Elon (3rd).
•Illinois
Iowa

Grinnell

•Alabama (Birm.)
•Portland (16th)
Brown
Manhattan
.Montana

Rice
•Transylvania (17th)
Texas Mines (17th)
•Boston College
Kansas

Wabash
Michigan State

'Denver

•Furman
•Columbia

Kentucky
E. Wash. Coll.
U. S. M. A.
Brown
•Washn. State

Mississippi State
Alf.-Hofb.(lOth)
Tex. Tech. (10th)
Duquesne (10th)
•Mich. State

Hanover

Rutgers (27th)

Mercer (27th)

Duke
•St. Mary's (2nd)
•Princeton
•Colgate
•Oregon State

•Texas
Evansville
*SantaClara(S.F.-5th)
Geo. Wash. (3rd)
•Wisconsin

Hampden-Sydney
Georgia

Southwestern

Clemson (31st)
•Ala. Poly. (Cols.)

'$0. Carolina
No.Caro. State
Bucknell (14th)
Centre

Holy Cross
•Cincinnati
Redlands (26th)
St. Bonaventur*

MARYLAND .
MERCER
MIAMI
MIAMI UNIV. ._
MICHIGAN

Western Reserve

Iowa State
North Carolina
Mississippi State
•Miami

•Marquette
Oklahoma
•Xavief
Muhlenberg
Ursinus

Florida
Georget'n(Ky.-23rd)
St. Mary's (26th)
Villa Nova(24th)
Duquesne

Rice
Holy Cross

•Stanford

•Santa Barbara

•Nebraska
•Missouri
Vanderbilt
•U.S.N.A.
•Rutgers

Louuana Tech.

•Tulsa (27th).

Colorado State

Wake Forest
Syracuse

Washn. Univ.
•Northwestern
•W. & L.
N. Y. U.
Case

LOUISIANA STATE
LOUISVILLE
LOYOLA
MANHATTAN .
MARQUETTE , .

•Mississippi <Mfs.)

Kansas State

Miami Univ.

•Temple (26th)
Fort Hays Thrs.
•V.P.I. (L'ville)
•Virginia
Dickinson

West Virginia
Brown
•Penn State

•Miami (28th).
Clemson

•Georgia
Sewanee

KANSAS
KANSAS STATE
KENTUCKY
LAFAYETTE
LEHIGH

Iowa State

•Vanderbilt
•Villa Nova (Phil.)

•Pittsburgh
Geo. Washington
Maryland
•Furman
•Florida (Jax.)

Purdue

NOVEMBER 29

Pittsburgh

Detroit
Drake
•Denver (26th)

Xavier (12th>

NOVEMBER 22

*S. M. U.
Boston Univ.
Boston College

•Ohio Wesleyan

ILLINOIS
INDIANA
IOWA
_.
IOWA STATE
JOHN CARROLL i

•Notre Dame
•Wisconsin
•Purdue
•Kansas
Case

NOVEMBER 20
John Carroll

•U. S. M. A.
'Richmond

Michigan State
No. Caro. State

Denison
•Minnesota
Colorado Mines
Providence Coll.

•New Mexico
Georgetown
•Harvard

NOVEMBER 20
NOVEMBER 22
NOVEMBER 29
December 27—California vs. Georgia Tech. at Berkeley.
Ian. 1,1942—Hawaii vs. Utah at Honolulu.

How to Win Friends
in one easy lesson
Treat yourself and others to
wholesome, delicious Wrigley's
Spearmint Gum. Swell to chew.
Helps keep hreath sweet, teeth
bright. The Flavor Lasts^
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Bengal Champs To Tackle Touted VMI Eleven Satnrdny Afternoon
• • •

• * •

• • •

* • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

Clemson Tigers Take Easy Victory From P C In Home Opener
>

The Tiger's "blow-the-lid-off-er" in the form of a 4112 victory over Presbyterian Saturday started something.
Clemson, winners of the conference title last year, showed
her backers, and a few opponent scouters, just about what
to expect from the Country Gentlemen this fall. From the
start it was pretty evident who the final victor would be,
and nobody was particularly surprised when the Tigers
began stacking up a lead. But the people—a' crowd of from
six to seven thousand, the largest opening-day throng
yet at Tigertown—came to see if what they had read in all
the papers was true, and to take a look at P. C.'s "T" formation.
To put down the Blue Hose, the Clemsons had to
go a little more "all-out" than they had expected.
. Coach McMillan's running plays front the now famous
"T" didn't appear to bother the Tigers to any extent,
but "Tee" passing with Rock Michell doing the chunki ing hurt to the tune of twelve points.
TIGERS CLICK?
Whetheh Saturady's contest answered the question—
Can Clemson repeat in the conference?—is debatable. At
times the defending titleholders looked good. WWe think the
passing was great with Payne proving that he can toss to
Blalock, Chipley or anybody else who happens to be in the
clear. But as one of the players remarked later, "If we play
like that next week, we're gonna get. run off the field."
So whether the Tiger team of '41 is gonna sink or swim
still remains to be seen. On the other hand, the stuff they
displayed against P. C. looks like enough to give any club
a fit.
PAYNE THE PAIN
Booty Payne seemed to be the pain in the neck of
the Presbyterians. His superb passing and kicking were
outstanding and his play promises to be one of the
main threats to Tiger opponents. Payne chucked three
passed for scores, two to Blalock, and one to the guy
on the other flank, Wild Bill Chipley, and on top of .
this he turned in a bang-up defensive game.
BLALOCK CLICKS
Jumpin' Joe Blalock, who had the honor of All-American tossed at him last year, opened his last campaign
for Clemson in a way that'll have 'em all according him
the honor this winter. Along with his usual superlative
defensive game, Blalock scored two of the Tiger markers by snatching aerials from the aforementioned Booty
Payne. Joe made what we consider the prettiest play of
the game when he took the pass for his second score.
Not only was he faced with the problem of catching the
ball, but he had to land with both feet in the end zone
•for the tally to count. Well, the "great one" managed
and that's the difference between just good ball players and Ail-Americans.
The lineups used by Coach Howard in subduing the
Hose was dotted throughout the game with new faces. Sophomores and reserves from last year have been showing
well in the training period and from Saturday's performances we're to see much more of them.
NEW FACES •
Among the soplfomores getting their first taste of varsity play wingbacks Butch Butler and Harry Franklin were
the standouts. On the first punt exchange and the first
time Butler had his hands on the ball, he got around his
down left side for 68 yards and a score only to be called
back for a clipping penalty.
The line play, good frdm start to finish, featured sophomores Marion Wood at guard; Wayne O'Dell at tackle;
and reserves from last year, Leonard Jordan and Ray
Hamer. Other new faces in the lineup include Claud Rothell,
another Payne, this time, Jackie, Hugh Alford, Bobby
Bauman, an outstanding prep school product, and James
Bammors, a sph end from Greenville. '
VMI NEXT
This week-end the Country Gentlemen start the
defense of their title against VMI, the first conference
foe on the schedule, at Lynchburg, Va. Last time the
Tigers met the Virginians the result was a 7-7 tie
which knocked Clemson out of a share in the loop
crown with Duke back in '38. The VMI-Tiger match
will be close and hard with the odds slightly in the
favor of our chew. VMI has an excellent backfield and
a strong starting line and they're gonna give Howard's
bunch a hard afternoon.
Odds 'N Ends—More here arid there with the army
and football, etc. . . . Word has it that Tiger footballers
John Cagle and Pop Locklair are due to report for duty
around the middle of October. If they do, that'll knock the
two out, from the Carolina game on, as well as a year' eligibility since they have already played some this season . . .
The Gamecocks were threatened with the loss of their star,
halfback Al Grygo, and tackle Jack Keenan to the army,
but they were deferred until the end of the semester. Maybe we'll strike a draft board that would like to see the
Tigers click .... Sid Tinsley, star Clemson tailback, has a
big brother playing pro football with the Green Bay Packers. Brother Tinsley plays a guard and got his college experience down at the Uni. of Ga. . . . While Clemson started
the season by whipping P. C. 41-12, Boston College took off
in fine style under their new boss and trounced St. Anslem
by the amazing score of 78 to 0. In rolling up that total
Denny Myer's Eagles scored 11 touchdowns and a field
goal. Last year B. C. took the same team, 55-0. . . . Red
Sharpe, captain of the Tiger footballers of '40 and now
captain of Charlotte's pro Clippers is also in line for a, session with Uncle Sam's legions. He's getting in the Quartermasters .... Freddie Kirchner reports a bigger and better
Intramural sports schedule in store for all the cadets. He's
planning some sort of event for every Thursday—Again,
we urge you—Cooperate with your company A & R Officer.
. . . Chippy Maness, the sparkplug of last year's Tiger team,
was over to see the opener. He's at Ft. Bragg now . . . The
P. C.-Clemson game was probably the last seasons opener
in Riggs Field. We hope to start the '42 session in the new
stadium .... Saturday both teams had a Charles Timmons
in the lineup. Clemson's churning Charlev at spinback and
Presbyterian's Timmons at guard . . . They're no relation. ..

PC Manages Two Clemson Bowls PC'ers Over, 41-12Touchdowns;
fen
First Since 35

Football Team
Dead Serious
About VMI Game

By BOB MOISE
Clemson's Tigers rolled over little P. C. by a score of 41-12 here
Saturday. Six thousand fans witnessed the contest which featured
dazzling aerial attacks by both
teams.
Coach Prank Howard's charges
showed flashes of brilliance
at
times, but several offensive drives
were halted by spells of raggedness. The passing combination of
"Booty Payne" to Joe Blalock accounted for two of the Tigers
touchdowns while Payne passed to
Chipley for a third.
Combatting a four
touchdown
lead, Bock Mitchell of P. C. opened a third quarter attack with
Lloyd Evans on the receiving end.
Mitchell to Evans pass good for
thirty-three yards set up the first
Hose touchdown. Another to McCommons put the ball on Clemson's
ten, from where Mitchell connected for two five yard aerials, the
last for the score.
Tigers Pass and Charge
While the Tigers passing attack
was efective, the ground game was
also brilliant at times. Charlie
Timmons plunged for one score
and laterald to Butch Butler, soph
flash, for another. Little Sid Tinsley climaxed an 85 yard drive with
a five yard off tackle plunge tb
score.
Clemson scored their fifth touchdown immediately after the Hosemen's first tally, their first against
the Tigers since 1935. The scrappy little Presbyterians then moved
80 yards in five plays to score
again in less than five minutes.
Timmons and the Tigers
took
charge of the situation at this
point. Payne then passed to Chipley for five yards, and ran for
more. This set up the touchdown
pass to Chipley just a minute before the end of the game.
With Captain Wade Padgett and
Tom Wright plugging the center
of the line backed by "Hawk"
Craig and Hugh Jameson, the
Hose were forced to resort to the
air for their ground gaining. All
Southern George Fritts
proved
himself again, smearing everything coming his way.
Reserves Star
The Tigers untied reserves proved to be capabel of a far better
brand of ball than was expected
of them. This was great news to
Clemson supporters who
could
hardly distingiush between
the
first and second teams.
Joe Blalock served fair notice
of his All American greatness, both
offensively and defensively. Marion
Butler, much heralded Sophomore
back, lived tap to all advance notices with his speedy ball toting:
Not to be overlooked was Harry
Franklin, Soph reserve wingback,
This little speedster was one of
the most elusive backs of the day
and showed flashes of real greatness. Butler's thirty-three yard reverse dash at the beginning of the
second half was the longest run of
the game.
Starring for the Blue' Hose, in
addition to Mitchell and
Evans,
were Tubby Gibson and Big Ben
Moye. The two husky tackles halted repeated
Tiger line
thrusts
headed toward their positions.

Tigers Are Favored
To Win Over Cadets
At Lynchburg Sat.

Pos. I'resbyterian
LK—Evans
LT—Moye

Clemson
Blalock
Fritts

i-G—Milam

Padg-ett

■ C—Collier
Jameson
RG—C. Timmons ,
Wright
RT—Gibson
Casle
RE—Calloway
Chipley
QB—Mitchell
craig
HB—MeCommons
Payne
HB—Dunne
' ' ' ' Butler
FB—Church
Charlie Timmons
Presbyterian
u u ft 6 13
Clemson
7 ^3 14 7 4^
Presbyterian scoring: Touchdowns,
Dunne and Evans.
Clemson scoring: Touchdowns. Butler,
Timmons, Blalock S, Tinsley (sub for
Hayne) and Chipley Foints' from try
after touchdown. Timmons 4, McElveen
(sub for Craig). (Place-kick).

Marion Craig, (top left) is downed by Presbyterian
men as PC Back McCollum stands by. Field Judge L. J.
Perry calls the play as Joe Blalock is downed by Collier
after (Top right) intercepting a thirty-yard Blue
Stocking pass. Marion Craig comes in to make the kill

to cut short Ted Dunne's attempt at a break, (Lower
left). In the lowe'r right.photo, Ed Locklair is being torpedoed by an unknown Hoseman after the Clemson
End had snagged a long distance pass.

The "Baby" Bengals make their
first appearance in Tiger uniforms
against the Citadel Frosh here on
Saturday afternoon.
Since
the
Citadel has acquired the services
of "Bo" Rowland, former Cornell
backfield coach, they have been a
much more formidable foe than
in years gone by. Last year the
Citadle handed the Tiger "rats"
their worst defeat of . the season,
and in all probability will have
The 1941 Clemson gridiron squad
Coach "Rock" Norman's Rat a strong aggregation again this
is captained by two of the outteam made a very impressive show- year.
standing linemen to ever don the
ing in their first scrimmage against
the Varsity this week.
Despite
Hobby of John G. Tatum, French Tiger uniform, namely Wade Padthe fact that the Varsity scored instructor at Los Angeles City Col- gett, guard from Columbia, South
many times, the rat line showed lege, is ceramics, the art of model- Carolina and George Pritts, tackle
from Lenoir City, Tennessee. Padthat it posses a great
deal of ing vessels and figures in clay.
gett and Pritts were chosen to
power.
Hunter College students volun- their respective positions of capLittle George Karambelas, from
tain and alternate captain last
Charlotte, N. C, has proven him- tarily withdraw from school when
spring during the ceremonies markself to be a very capable guard they fail to meet minimum stand- ing the opening of the Clemson
with a lot of speed and drive. ards of scholarship.
College fieldhouse.
Rhea and Clark, the ends of the
Dr. Zeeb Gilman, oldest living
Starting afc a member of the
rat team, both look quite promis- graduate of Dartmouth
College, Tiger cub team, Padgett was forced
ing, and another standout in the celebrated his 100th birthday at
to compete against team-mates
line is "Rat" Bonds a big
195 Redlands, Calif., on May 13.
Who were a lot flashier and in
pound tackle.
all were a better looking bunch of
Two backs have shown themExperiments reported by Dr. A. candidates.
Through slow and
selves to be outstanding to date. R. Lauer of Iowa State College in- steady steps Wade managed to
dicate
the
present
candlepower
of
Monte Beyers the tail back irom
bully his way to the top of the
Greenville, and Jim
Sullivan a automobile headlights can be dou- freshman list, and is now one of
bled
without
seriously
increasing
wing-baok from G&ffney. Beyers
the best linemen that the Tigers
was All Southern his junior year, the glare hazard.
have ever had.
and suffered a broken arm last
Tipping the scales at 188 pounds,
A sneak-thief made away with
year about mid-season. Both Beymore than $1,000 worth of instru- Padgett can buck up against much
ery and Sullivan are small, but ments from Louisiana State Uni- heavier and tougher opponents bethey more than make up for this versity music school.
cause of his speed and quickness.
with speed and all around ability.

Padgett, Fritts
Are Outstanding
In Forward Wall

Rats Look Good
In First Tangle
With Varsity It

When the first call for Rat
practice
was given, eighty-two
players answered, and since this
time the number has dwindled
down to forty-three. Prom this
number "Rock" has a goodly number of capable reserves.

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND
COMPANY

Brainier than the average player,
he has also acquired the knack of
analysing the opposing plays and
setting himself in' position to do
as much damage as possible before those plays have a chance to
materialize.
Padgett's idea of the greatest
college back that he has ever run
across is Charley O'Rourke of Boston College, who was an opponent
in the 1940 Cotton Bowl game, and
the line honors he gives to Charlie
Woods, Clemson's center of 1938.
Perhaps the most colorful figure on the Clemson campus today is George "Bobo" Pritts, the
alternate captain and varsity tackle,
of this season's Tiger outfit. Exceptionally fast for his 200 pounds,
he is one of the best blockers in
Southern football and a defensive man who stays right on top
of the ball and the ball carrier.
Fritts never did have to work
hard to achieve the fame and the
position which he now holds, for
football seems to be second nature
to him. The first day of his try
out with the freshman squad he
was given the tackle position and
ever since then that spot has been
all his. Rougher and tougher than
the every day player, George plays
the kind of game that makes the
Saturday afternoons a blessing to
the fans.
In his three years of football at
Clemson, Fritts has made many a
sport critic sit up and take notice
of him, as is shown by the many
selections in which he has been

The Tigers of Celmson, Southern
conference football champions of
1940, are not kidding themselves
about the size of the stakes in their
encounter with VMl's Fighting
Squadron in Lynchburg Saturday.
The outcome of the\ game will be
the difference between a chance
to continue the defense this year
or waiting 12 months for another
shot at the crown.
For that reason Coach Frank
Howard is gearing his Clemson offensive to its touchdown capacity,
and he has a couple of smoothworking parts with which to work.
A recount of ooty Payne's performances in his last two game-condition workouts will give you an
idea.
The 186 pound running, punting
passing tailback figured in sis
touchdowns as the Tigers ended
their spring practice with an intrasquad game and last Saturday he
ran for two scores and 'passed to
All-America end Joe Blalock for
the third. A power runner until
the open spaces are reached, Payne
then becomes one of the most
elusive touchdown-seekers in Dixie
gridirons.
And just in case the opposition
does have to be softened up for
Clemson's difficult-to-follow presentation of sweeps and reverses,
bull like Charlie Timmins Is the
man for the job. To look at Charli- you'd expect to find him tossing a medicine ball around in the
afternoons.' His 205 pounds have
grown upward only five feet 10
inches, and those tacklers who
don't already know it >T111 soon
learn that there isn't an angle to
grab hold of as he plows through
a line.
He isn't unstoppable, but a single
tackle seldom does it. One of the
sideline coaches
figured it out
this way during a recent scrimmage: "They don't stop Timmons
by tackling him. More and more
of 'em jump aboard as he goes
along and finally things just come
to ( gradual
standstill and the
referee blows his whistle."
To further foster Clemson's ball
advancing hopes are
speedster
Marion Butler, sophomore wingback twisting little Sid Tinsley,
the second team tailback; Harry
Franklin a sophomore wingback
with the running characteristics of
a jackrabbit; and offensively-minded ends Joe Blalock, Bin Chipley,
Harold Pierce, and Ed Locklair.
Obesrvers in this section have labeled Blalock the most outstanding
pass receiver since Alabama's Don
Hutson.
chosen. Grantland Rice chose him
for the 1939 and 1940 all-South
team and the United Press as well
as the Associated Press also put
him on their list of all-Southern
first and second teams.
GUARANTEED

WATCH REPAIRS
FEINSTEIN'S
WATCH SHOP

L. C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY, Inc.
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner.

Complete Line Of College Stationery,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

College Jewelry—Pennants—Stickers—Novelties

Tests have proven that we have the most durable
uniforms. That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

AGENCY REMINGTON PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
Complete Line In Stock

CALHOUN HOTEL AND
COFFEE SHOP

$34.95

$54,50

$74.50

Terms If Desired

Clemson Students Always Welcome
RADIOS . . . PRICED RIGHT

Special Parties And Banquets Served
Private Rooms
Anderson, S. C. Jack G. Craft, Jr., Mgr.
Member IPTAY
Also See Football Program and
Y. M. C. A. Handbook

A Wonderful Variety of Nationally Advertised
Merchandise Fos You To Select From
Students Checks Cashed ... No Exchange Charged
•

MAKE OUR STORE YOUR HEADQUARTERS
*

•
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"Those People Upstairs" Become Pint-Sized Rat New Fall Program C. A. A. Flight
Focus Of Uncle Walter's Wrath
Hates Democrats Training Will Begin Here
Before October 1 Dean Says
By UNCLE WALTER
Inspired by an article appearing recently in one of the more
popular current magazines, we
are tempted to discourse on a
subject which is frequently the
subject of many a heated oration—namely, the people upstairs. Ask any group of Clemson students where they would
prefer to room and the reply
will invariably be, "top floor".
Ask them- why and they will invariably reply that they wish to
be upstairs so that they won't
have any
blaankety, blank
(**!!?-*!; raising hell over them
all day and night. It is the purpose of \this little epic to cite
some of the habits of the upstairs dweller who seems to
make life so hard.
Though we've never seen the
two cadets who room above us,
we will willingly wager anybody's ROTC check that we can
give a fairly accurate description
of them, cite their habits, and
practically give their life history. It's a cinch that they're
seven feet tall, weigh 200 pounds
apiece, and wear size 13 shoes.
We base this assumption on the
fact that persons of smaller
proportions could not possibly
rock a floor with such vigor,
and shower plaster on us with
such quantity. They must have
tremendous reach for they are
the only persons we've ever
heard who could stomp up and
down in the middle of the room
and beat on two walls at the
same time.
As for their personal habits,
we are forced to admit that they
are slightly out of the ordinary.
For instance, they must believe
in an old nursery rhyme, "Some
like it hot, some like it cold," or
they have a 24-hour ritual with
windows each day. Unfortunately, their room is a corner room
in old barracks and the windows
are fixed en chains. They go up,
they go down—with all the noise
of an ancient drawbridge. To
add to the damn clamor, they
have a unique method of getting into the upper bunk which
would put an acrobatic troop to
shame. Instead of climbing up
calmly via a chair, they gain
their objective by starting in
the corner of the room, doing a
pole vault, bouncing off the
ceiling a couple of times and
settling on the creaking springs
with all the silence of a four
alarm fire. Incidentally they
never hand things to each other,
they throw them; consequently,
pitchers, basins, books, and mirrors bounce around the room
creating a • furor similar to a
squadron of wageup orderlies on
their morning run-around.
Somewhat reluctantly, we're
forced to admit that the three
stalwarts are All-American athletes, excelling in at least sixteen major and minor sports. At
least one of them goes in for
weight lifting. He has a set of
bars and small train
wheels
which he spends the pre-breakfast hours hoisting and dropping on the floor, another is
evidently a bowling fan with a
strong belief that home-work is
necessary to his game. We are
not prepared to swear to this,
and we don't understand how

BOWL AT
CLEMSON
AND
KEEP
YOUNG
"Kid" again—if you want
to get rid of surplus fat
harden

Young, Epting
imed By Pool
The Commandant's office announced last week that Cadets C.
E. Epting and J. G. Young have
been appointed Lieutenant Colonels
in the Clemson Crops of Cadets.
Colonel Epting is the commanding
officer of the 1st. Battalion of the
1st. Regiment,' and Colonel Young
the 3rd. Battalion of the 2nd. Re-'
giment.
The same announcement appointed, as First Lieutenants, Cadets F.
J. Hadden, Drum Major, Band; J.
B. Gamble, Executive, Co. 1-1; W.
H. Donly, Executive, Band; B. R.
Leonard, A & R Officer, Co. K-l;
J. H. Grayson, Platoon Leader, Co.
B-l; A. S. Lachicotte, Platoon
Leader, Co. 1-2; and F. W. Seyle,
Platoon Leader, Co. L-2.
Cadet J. R. i Morrow has been
appointed First Sergeant of Co.
B-l and Cadets W. C. Hughes and
L. T. Rawls have been appointed
Color Sergeants for the first and
second regiments respectively.

BC Eagles Mangle
St. AnsSems 78-0
As Tigers Top PC

By KEN CRIBB
Four foot six-and-a-half inch Joe
Aloysius
McDonough,
Clemson's
latest edition'of Rat Max Lightsey,
wouldn't let his roommate listen to
the president's speech the other
night "because Roosevelt is damn
Democrat and I don't like Democrats."
The eighty three pound Charlestonian is a rabid Republican, and
can and does quote figures and
facts by the hundreds to support
his party and to tear down the
opposition. "Roosevelt has done all
right and the last few weeks, but
I approve of practically nothing
he did before then," the little fellow declared. Upperclassmen on his
company say that Rat Joe can tie
up any other two freshmen on the
company in any argument on current events. Vandenburg or Dewey
will be the next Republican nominee, he thinks. "Willkie is just another damn Democrat."
Rat McDonough, who has always
liked Clemson and detested The
Citadel, doesn't mind the rat service a bit. In fact, he rather likes
it. He cleans up for his captain, and
has been in trouble with the upperclassmen only six times in his two
weeks here. "Only one of 'em hurt.
That was three days ago and I
can still feel that."
They can't fit him out with a uniform or a gun, so Rat Joe is wandering around in cits and marching
on his captain's staff,' which is all
right with him.
"The food is about the
best
thing around here. The other day
I wanted to go by the Tiger office to try out for the staff, but
I was still eating my dinner at two
o'clock so I didn't get to go."
He is a regular golfer, or that is,
he was a regular golfer before he
came to Clemson. Since he's been
here he has'nt been able to find
time to play. He's not very good,
anyway, he says. He's lucky if he
breaks ninety. Rat Joe is also an
ex-boy Scout, although not a very
good one. He stayed in the organization six years and never got beyond second class.
Professor W. B. Aull, of the bacteriology department, has arranged
a special pre-vetinarian medicens
course for Rat Joe. The little freshman expects to finish at the University of Pennsylvania and become
a practicing vetinarian, specializing
^ vVery, sma11 pets- He finished
high school at the Bishop England high school of Charleston.

Tiger Brotherhood
Again To Sponsor
Guard Room Phone
The Tiger Brotherhood,
local
honor service fraternity, will again
this year install a telephone at
the guard room for the use of
Clemson
students,
Frank H.
Thames, president of the organization said last night.
The phone was
used several
times last year for long distance
calls, Thames said, and precautions will be taken this year to
prevent that sort of thing.
He
asked the student body for cooperation in this matter.

The fall program of Civilian Pilot Training will begin by October
1> as the fifth program offered
at Clemson since the beginning of
Civil Aeronautics sponsored pilot
training. During this time about
one hundred and sixty pilots have
availed themselves of the opportunity to secure a pilot's license.
This program will be filled by
competitive applicants from Clemson and vicinity. The applicants for
both courses must have reached
their nineteenth but not their
twenty-sixth birthday by September 1, 1941. If the applicant is enrolled in college and wishes the
elementary course he must have
completed one year of college. If
he is an applicant for secondary
he must have completed one half
of college credits necessary for
graduation upon the completion of
the course. If the applicant is not
enrolled in college it will be necessary to have completed one-half
of credits necessary for graduation in a school recognized as accredited by Army or Navy. The
prospective secondary trainee must
also hold a currently effective private pilot certificate and be deemed physically fit by a C. A. A.
certified medical representative.
Upon completion of the elementary course the trainee will receive a private pilot's license entitling him to its rights and privileges in a.l-S ship. These privileges hold good anywhere in the

U. S. A. or its possessions. Each
private pilot will have successfully
completed the 72-hour ground
school curriculum composed of Aircraft Servicing, Civil Air Regulations, Meteorology and Navigation.
This will be in addition to thirtyfive hours of | flight training at
Anderson Municipal Airport. The
flight training will be conducted
and supervised by Mr. Charles A.
Dayton and Mr. Jim Tribble,
Southern Airways, Inc., of Anderson, S. C. The Ground School Staff
for both elementary and secondary
will be: D. D. Curtis, R. E. Gee,
D. H. Shenk, J. E. Shigley and I.
A. Trively.
The Ground School curriculum
for secondary will be composed of
Aircraft,
(Instruments & Parachutes)
Navigation, Powerplants
and Aircraft Servicing. It will require 108 hours of classes to cover
the course of study. Seeondary
trainees who satisfactorily complete
the Secondary Ground School
courses will receive four semester hours free elective credits. This
permits lightening the load of the
student considerably and adds an
additional incentive to better class
work. The forty hours of flight
time will be given in a secondary
trainer.
Some Canadian manufacturers
Pilots who have satisfactorily add ground glass to paint for white
completed both elemental and sec- traffic lines, for durability and
ondary courses may continue fly- reflecting properties.
ing in C. A. A. sponsored flight
courses. The next will be the Cross
The Suwanee River has its source
Country and Instructor Courses.
in swamps of the Okefenokee National Wildlife Refuge' in Georgia.

Photographing Alexander, Gates
Of Corps Begins And Walker Go
Edifor James H. Dixon, of the
1942 Taps, today said that Dunbar Studios of Charlotte will begin photographing upperclassmen
for the annual September 29th.
The pictures will be taken in a
booth located in the Main Building> and the work will continue
through October 6th.
The sitting fee for all upperclassmen is one dollar by appointment. First Sergeants, Supply Sergeants,
First Lieutenants, and
above all will have cap poses made
with an additional fifty cents cost.
Taps space will be. the same this
year as that of last year, that is,
seniors five dollars, juniors three
dollars, and sophomores two dollars and fifty cents.
The week following State Fair
will be retake week, and any freshmen who have not been photographed will be taken then. Proofs
will be returned for approval after
two weeks after the pictures are
Haken.
In as much as the photographer
will be here for only two weeks,
upperclassmen are urged to make
their appointments as soon as possible. A poster has been placed
in the main building for
this
purpose.
"If upperclassmen
do
this," Dixon said, "It will eliminate
a great deal of confusion and
crowding at the last minute."

The leave roster of the weekend of October 23, 1939, carried the name of John W.
Willis—Signed
off to Kalamazoo.
The
Commandant's
office promptly placed Caret
Willis on the bust sheet with
the neat sum of ten demerits
for "Making joke of the leave
poster," Cadet WWillis took it
without a , murmur—for the
time being.
This week, two years later,
a letter came addressed to the
commandant, postmarked- KAL
AMAZOO. In it was that same
explanation that Cadet Willis
had turned in, admitting the
truth and justice of his bust.
And it is just as new and clean
as such obnoxious blanks can
ever be.
The little note lettered on
the back reads:
"Dear Sir:
This bust was for signing off
to Kalamazoo. It took me two
years, but I finally made it,
proving that it was no joke—
I was serious all the time. Best
of luck to you always.
Sincerely,
John Willis
Class '41" ,

China prdduces 70 per cent of the
world's tungsten.

Perhaps one of the best, yet
least appreciated, organizations on
the campus is the Carnegie Music
Society. Located in a modern upto-date music room in the bottom
of the library building, the Carnegie collection of classical records and books on classical music
is maintained for the enjoyment
and cultural education of the entire student body.
In 1935 Mr. C. M. Asbill, then a
professor in the Agricultural department, with the cooperation of
the late DR. E. W. Sikes, filed application to the Carnegie Corporation for one of their college music sets which they were distributing throughout the country to
various deserving colleges and universities for the express purpose
of being beneficial to "Undergraduates interested not professionally
but culturally in music." The corporation, however, was at that time
unable to donate to Clemson one
of their college sets, and it was
not until a year later that they offered one on condition that the
school could furnish sufficient
proof that the set would be well
cared for and used to the full
benefit of the students.
Sufficient proof was ofered and
accepted, and soon the set arrived.
The contents of this set, which
cost the corporation $1,500, included'
the following:
A
Postal Telegraph
electric
phonograph of special design for
use in small rooms or auditoriums.
A complete phono unit combined
with one of the latest amplifying
systems.
Approximately nine hundred records, chosen as a cross section or
anthology of recorded music, ancient and modern, from oriental
and occidental countries.
A duplicate set of printed 3x5

card indexes of all the records in
the set, classified by composers,
titles, mediums, and forms.
Bound copies of full scores, published in miniature, also bound vocal scores of operas and oratorios,
are provided for all the completely
recorded works in the set.
Lastly, a selection of about one
hundred books on musical subjects,
historical, and biographical, and
works of reference.
With great joy and anticipation
of great things to come, the set
was installed in the Calhoun Forensic Society room on the third
floor of the main building and
was more or less forgotten.
Later a society was formed for
the* purpose of getting together
the interested boys in hopes of
fostering music on the campus.
The Carnegie Music Society held
meetings once a week and although the membership was small,
a great deal was accomplished.
In 1940, the board of trustees
voted an appropriation of some
seven hundred dollars to be used
in building a music room in the
library. Since that time the Carnegie Music Society has come a
long way. There is a greater interest in this type of music here
on the campus. Various clubs and
organizations hold meetings there
for the purpose of learning more
about good music.
Clemson is the center of rural
life education in South Carolina.
During the summer months many
groups visit the college—4-H club
boys and girls, Future Palmetto
Farmers, Vocational Agriculture
teachers and students. Then there
is the "Opportunity School" and
summer school students. All these
groups have been greatly benefited
by an opportunity of hearing good
music.

CRAIO WOOD
Winner of the National Open^
the Masters' and the Metro-*
politan Open, three of th«
most coveted tournaments in
golf. From beginner to masted
It's Chesterfield,)

The National Defense Program
has hit the Social Science Department; taking three of last semester's staff to serve in different
capacities on the various planning
boards throughout the country.
Pr. F. A. Alexander is serving
with the National Resources Planning Board in Atlanta, and will be
replaced by Dr. E. P. Waite, a graduate of Middleton College.
Dr.
Waite holds an M. A. degree from
Duke University and has done graduate work at Harvard:
Dr. J. E. Gates now holds an important post with the O. P. M. at
Washington, and will be replaced by
Professor F. H. Stepp, who holds an
A. B. from Berea College and an
M. A. from the University of Virginia.
Professor R. C. Walker is in the
Personal Division of the Camp Construction Works at Augusta, and
his post will be filled by Dr. E. M.
Landers Jr., a graduate of Wofford College with an M. A. from the
University of North Carolina.
A railroad man who has anything to do with transportation
must see that his watch varies
no more than 30 seconds per week

ROGERS STILL ILL
About 500,000 farm families in
Assistant Tiger Coach Tom Rothe United States live on land so
gers is stil lin the Anderson hospoor that agriculturists say it will
pital with what the doctors think
not maintain
a decent living
is typhus fever. Coach Howard, in
standard.
a letter to Iptay members, says "I
do not know how long he (Rogers)
A .plant for manufacturing ferWilt-resistant
watermelons are
will be in he hospital, but I am tilizer is reported under construc- being developed at the Virginia
sure we can do a better coaching tion in Mexico City.
Truck Experiment Station.
While the Tigers were pinning a job when all the members of the
41-12 defeat on the Blue Hose of staff are working with our staff."
Presbyterian, Boston College's Eagles were running ever St. Anslems,
of Manchester, N. H., to the tune
of 78-0.
St. Anslem's is a school of about
the same size as P. C, but in the
past has been the "Giant Killer"
in greater New England collegiate
football. In recent years they, have
tied B. C, and defeated Holy Cross
And
to keep them from having an undefeated season.
Although not too much should be
Lyrics
deduced from this decisive victory, it
ncludedt
remains that B. C. used three full
Baby Mine"
"Casey Junior"
teams, and a third string fullback
"Look Out fo»
Mr.Stork"
scored three touchdowns and booted
'I've Seen Everya twenty-five yard field goal.
thing," "Pink Efephants On Parade"
One of South Carolina's
The Tigers could have run up a
considerably larger score as Denny
Finest Restaurants,
will
the exciting, new quick-drying
Meyer chose to have his Eagles do.
each week award a free
It was Meyer's first performance in
ink that cleans your pen
Steak
Dinner
to
an
outBoston, and he may have been tryas it writes I
Qmnk
standing Clemson Cadet.
ing to impress the fans with the
CLEANS A
power his Eagles possess.
Yes, without waiting a day, you can now get
This week's winner is:
PEN AS
this brand-new Book of Songs, including big hits
IT
WRITES
Student who take up weightfrom Disney's latest Feature Picture, "DUMBO"
lifting and other extremely vig—songs you'll soon be hearing everywhere, and
orous sports are in many cases
STOPS
also 94 other Favorites—and allFREE.if you hurry.
maladjusted and have "inferiority
TWO-THIRDS
Go to the nearest store selling Parker Quink and
complexes," according to a study
OF PEN
buy
a bottle for only 15 j!. The retailer gives you your
at the University of California.
TROUBLES
Walt Disney Song Book right then and there!
This almost incredible offer is made to introDRIES ON
duce Qui'nfc to hosts of new users. For Quiafc
PAPER
contains a harmless agent that dissolves deposits
31% *
left by pen-clogging inks. Qui'nA makes a pen a
QUICKER
self-cleaner—a Parker or ANY OTHER pen.
So whether you use a Parker or not, using
RICH,FULLQuini is the finest protection you can give it. And
BODIED,
your Quink will keep till you need it, but the reBRILLIANT
tailer's supply of Song Books won't last long.
COLORS
So hurry.
The Parker Pen Co.,
Janesville.Wis.

Pride Of Clemson

If you want to fee Hike a

and

they possibly could get a table
in their room, but a noise filters
through the ceiling at intervals
which could only be caused by
three men playing Kelly pool,
and beating on the floor with
their cues for a rack boy. At
times the lads polish up a bit
on their gymnastic work and
those times are when the ceiling plaster really takes a beating, what with bodies trudding
on the floor and a few heartfelt groans trickling through
the bare laths. Probably the
most fiendish noise of them all,
though, is the rhythmical slap
of a tennis ball against the floor
just over our bed. This procedure takes on all the aspects of
the old Chinese water torture
after a few minutes and many's
the afternoon we have fled
screaming from our little nest
to the peace and quiet of the
machine shop for a little rest.
One, or possibly two of the
lads have signed up for correspondence
courses from Art
Murray, which adds no end to
the serenity of our room. There
is nothing like a little tapdancing over head, especially
bad tap-dancing, to aid a man
who is wearily concentrating on
an early Greek tragedy.
We thought a couple of times
a bout going up and registering
a complaint, but from the very
obvious sounds of their athletic
pursuits they must ,be tremendous physical specimens by now,
while we . . . well, you know
what the terrific grind of newspaper work does to a man's
physique.
Anywhy, we're in
pretty bad shape after the beating theg uys who room under
us gave us the other night when
they came up to complain about
the noise we make when they
are trying to sleep.

No Kidding-He Carnegie Music Library Presented
Meant It Then In 1935; Contains 900 Recordings

up

flabby

muscles . . „.
GO BOWLING TONIGHT
IT'S FUN
DUCK PINS
W0 Before 6 P.M. |AP
1
2for 25c after 1111

INGRAM'S
BOWLING CENTER
LADIES INVITED

THE COLLEGE
CAFE
SANDWICH
SHOP

HEYWARD MAHON CO.
GREENVILLE

Smokers everywhere like their
COOLER MILDER BETTER TASTE
v^hesterfield's mounting popularity is
due to the Right Combination of the world's
leading tobaccos... the best known, cigarette
tobaccos from Tobaccoland, U. S. A., blended
with the best that come from abroad.
EVERYWHERE YOU GO
Copyright 1941,

LICCITT

&

UYERS TOBACCO CO*

CLEMSON Y. M. C. A THEATRE

South Carolina's Leading Store
For Men And Young Men

'Clemson Headquarters In Greenville'
JOE BLALOCK

WELCOME CLEMSON CADETS
You will find the newest and best men's wear at

HOKE SLOAN'S
AN OLD CLEMSON MAN
Arrow Shirts—Crosby Square Shoes—Botany Ties

•independent Laboratory test of next four
Belling brands.

© Walt Disney
Productions

We think that he deserves
a free steak dinner and a
clipping of this ad will
pay for it.
Watch
this
space
each
week for the cadet of the
week—the winner of a
steak dinner.
National Restaurant Ass'n
Member IPTAY

Dobbs Hats

Manhattan Shirts

ANDERSON'S FINEST

MURCHISON'S INC.
Main at Earle

Anderson, S. C.

"The Home Of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes"

Thurs. Aud. 2—"Down Argentine Way"—Sept. 25.
Thurs. Aud. 1—"Manpower"—Dietrich and Raft.
Nite 26 and 27—"Broadway Limited"—Victor McLaglen.
26 and 27—"Lady Be Good"—E. Powell.
29 and 30—"Whistling in the Dark"—Ann Rutherford.
30 and Oct. 1—"Devil Dogs of the Air"—J. Cagney.
Oct. 2—"Woman's Face"—J. Crawford.
3 and 4—"Blossoms in the Dust"—Greer Garson.
Oct. 3—"Harmon of Michigan"—Tom Harmon.
Oct. 4—"Too Many Blondes"—Rudy Vallee.
6 and 7—"Tom, Dick and Harry"—Ginger Rogers.
6 and 7—"San Antonio Rose"—Eve Arden.
Freshman Remember—Reels Rtfn Free for Students—Friday and
Saturday—1:30 'till 3:00.

